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Alcohol task force
establishes new
goals for 2010-11
The task force will continue working with studentsthis year, with sights set on possible amnesty policy
By Molly LaPoint
Heights Staff

Discussion of an amnesty policy has
been continued from last year. Currently,
if a student calls BCPD to get help for
The Campus Task Force on the Reducthemselves or their friend for alcoholtion of Alcohol-Related Problems has related illness, all students involved "are
reconvened and is discussing issues such dealt with as part of theconduct process,"
as alcohol amnesty, housing for students
Horton said.
in recovery from alcohol abuse, and inIf an ill student gets to the infirmary
creasing alcohol education.
without BCPD's assistance, their illness is
The task force, which first convened treated as a medical issue and BCPD does
in 2007, collected data first and began
not receive a report. The problem with
this, Horton said, is that then students
to make advisements in 2008, said Dean
for Student Development Sheilah Shaw are not able to meet with an administraHorton. They succeeded in receiving more tor in the alcohol and drug program. "The
funding for alternative weekend events, problem right now is that if a student
addressed off-campus alcohol use by goes to the infirmary, they don't get any
getting BCPD involved in enforcement, education."
and looked to educate teachers on signs
With an alcohol amnesty policy, stuof alcohol abuse in students.
dents who were taken to the infirmary
Another initiative of the task force would receive the education, but not conwas to make sure all students who were
duct sanctions, Horton said. It is based
on the belief that the fear of conduct
brought to the infirmary due to alcohol
sanctions prevents students from asking
related illness met with someone in thealcohol and drug program within one week, for help."
something that had been done previously
So far, this policy has been met with
but often took more time, said Robyn two viewpoints by student groups who
Priest, assistant dean for alcohol and drug have been informed of the idea, Horton
education. "As soon as we know one of our said. "The first was that it is absolutely
students went to the emergencyroom, we necessary because we must remove any
check in and do some strategizing to help barrier to students calling for help, and
it from happening again," Priest said.
the second was that it is not fair that
These meetings are not designed to someone who drinks does not get it on
be disciplinary, but rather to provide the their record, but someone in the presence
student with the opportunity to reflect on of alcohol or with one or two beers gets
his or her actions. "Coming in to speak written up."
with a residence hall director or dean is
It's important that students do not see
this as only a free pass, said Justin Pike,
not being 'in trouble,"' she said. "They're
UGBC Executive Director of University
here to talk about their behavior and understand the consequences to help them Affairs and A&S 11. "Part ofit is finding a
balance, so it's not just used as a free pass,
not do it again."
Because the task force was successful but is used by people who need it."
The implementation of an amnesty
with most of their proposals, they decided
to disband and refocus, Horton said. It policy could have many different reperhad three subcommittees: enforcement, cussions, Horton said. Because of this,
alternative programming, and education the task force is carefully discussing options and examining the policies at other
and treatment. "We decided these comschools that have already implemented
mittees had done their work, and it didn't
make sense to bring people together just either an amnesty or "good Samaritan"
for the sake ofbringing people together," policy, in which those who call for a friend
do not receive conduct sanctions even if
Horton said.
So far, the idea of a desk program, in they have been drinking. "We're taking it
which an employee would sit at a front slow this year to understand the implicadesk in the dormitories and observe those tions of such a policy," Horton said.
So far, there have been many proposentering, has been mostly turned over to
BCPD, although it is related to alcohol als, but the task force has more to discuss
use on campus, Horton said. "Ifthere was before implementing a policy. "A lot has
someone at the front desk you probably
See Task Force, A
wouldn't bring in as much alcohol."

Catherine Duarte, winner of the this year's Martin Luther King, Jr., Scholarship, received the honor at an awards dinner last night in the Rat.

MLK awardee announced
By Natalie Sileno
For The Heights

On Wednesday evening, members of the Bostoni College
community filed into Lyons Dining Hall to join in honoring -six
accomplished BC juniors at the Martin Luther King, Jr., Memo 1
rial Committee's -28th annual Awards Banquet.
The 2010 Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship was awarded
to Catherine Duarte, who serves as co-president of the Cape
Verdean Student Association and A&S 11.
Duarte was a teaching assistant at ESCOLA, an English

language school in Luanda, Angola, and she volunteered in
the emergency department at Tufts Medical Center this past
summer.

The finalists, Catherine Duarte; Djerica Lamousnery, CSON
'11; Sarah Onori, A&S '11; Timothy Shu, A&S '11; Breana Ware,
A&S 11; and Carissa Wright, A&S 11, were honored by the
committee for continuing King's legacy by fostering leadership
values in their daily lives.
On receiving the award, Duarte, speaking highly of her fellow finalists, said that she was "truly honored to be numbered
among them," and reflected on the way in which the finalists

all "internalized [Martin Luther King, Jr.'s] teachings" in thenwork.
The scholarship, which was created to reward a BC student
who is committed to living out King's messages of.social justice,
community, and equality, entitles the recipient to lull tuition
coverage for their senior year. All of the finalists also received
$1,000 toward the purchase of books for their senior year,
courtesy of the BC Bookstore.
Each of the ceremony's speakers touched on the spirit and
significance of the award. Rev. Howard McLendon, campus
minister, who gave the invocation, said, "We must keep the
dream and memory of Martin Luther King, Jr. alive."
elected mayor of
Setti D. Warren, BC '93 and recently
the City of Newton, gave the keynote address. "Martin Luther
King, Jr.,'s words ring clear and have the capacity to inspire,"
he said. "We must continue to care about this issue even as we
celebrate progress," he said.
Warren specifically addressed the racial gap in the United
States education system. "We cannot lose a whole generation
of black and brown students," Warren said. He also spoke on
how a sense of community and neighborliness are essential to
building on the legacy that King left behind. \u25a0
-
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CSOM program
ranks in top 50
By

Lucas

Harty

For The Heights
BC dismantles Harvard, 6-0, in
first round of Beanpot, AlO

THE SCENE

Stop the future: technology's
perversion of art, Bl

MARKETPLACE

Economic experts discussed the
global market in Switzerland, 810
Classifieds, A5
Crossword, A5
Editorials, A6
Editors' Picks, A9

The Carroll School
of Management (CSOM)
ranked among the top
international business
schools this year, according to a recent report by
the Financial Times.
With the release of this
year's Financial Times'
Business School Rankings, CSOM finds itself
among the world's best
graduate business programs. A year after being
ranked 89th in the world,
CSOM's MBA program
placed within the top 50
internationalprograms at
47th worldwide, and saw
its national rank rise to
23rd, a far cry from 2009's
rank of 50th.
Charlotte Clarke of fl-

nancialtimes.com, said
that the main factors that
determined each school's
rank included the salaries of recent alumni, the
internationalreach of the
MBA program, and the
research capacity of the
school.
CSOM experienced
improved rankings in,
most notably, the salaries
of alumni and in research
capabilities. Boston
College's average annual
salary of alumni rose to
just over $118,000, up by
about $10,000 from 2009's
$108,000 estimate.
In a different area, what

The Financial Times calls
Career Progress Rank,
BC saw its rank swell from
64th to 26th in the world.
The Career Progress Rank
measures promotions

and salary increases that
alumni experience and
takes into account the
size of the companies that
employ them. "We do a
good job ofpreparing our
students for the business
world in what we do both
inside and outside the
classroom," said Jeffrey
Ringuest, associate dean
of graduate programs for
CSOM, of the rank.
In another improvement, CSOM's rank for
faculty research increased
from 43rd to 26th best in
the world. CSOM Dean
Andrew Boynton pointed
to faculty research as one
of the main reasons for
the MBA program's surge
into the top 25 national
programs.

See Rankings, A

UGBC Election Preview

7

Forecast on Washington, B8
On the Flip Side, B7
Police Blotter, A2
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down, A
Videos on the Verge, Bl
Weather, A2

The UndergraduateGovernment of Boston College(UGBG) Elections
Committee willbe holding the first of two live debates featuring candidates for this year's presidential election this Sunday at 2 p.m. in Fulton 511.
-

A3.
For more on this year'scandidates and their platforms, see Page

BC's centerpiece building will close its doors temporarily starting in June, to reopen in 2011

Renovations to shutter
Gasson for next year
By Daniel Ottaunick

Heights Editor
The University announced Monday its
intention to commence massive restoration
efforts to Gasson Hall beginning in June,
causing the University's oldest structure to
remain closed for the duration of the 20102011 academic year.
This renovation, the second phase of
a project that began in April 2007, is part
of a University plan to modernize Gasson,
built in 1913. "It is amazing how they built
this building 100 years ago without tower
cranes and other modern technology to lift
thestones," said ReidOslin, associate director of the Office ofNews and Public Affairs.

While the original construction has lasted
for almost 100 years, updatesare necessary
topreserve the building, University officials
said. "It is our signature building, and it
is in great need of repair," said Executive
Vice President Patrick Keating. "We know
that time is ticking in terms of how long we
can wait."
The original plan for reconstructing
Gasson involved a much longer time frame.
Initial estimates held that Gasson would be
closed for a period ranging from 24months
to as long as 30 months, but the current plan
should have construction lasting for about
14 to 18 months. "We felt that period of

See Gasson, A
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things to do on campus this week

Women's BBall vs. Duke

Financial crisis discussion
Today

2

Time: 5 p.m.

Location: Cushing 001

Today
Time: 7 p.m.

Location: Conte Forum

Show up and make
some noise for the BC women's
basketball team as it takes on
the Blue Devils in Conte Forum

Geoffrey T. Boisi of

Roundtable Investment Partners,
LLC will discuss the causes of the
financial crisis and the future of the
financial services industry. '

Thursday night.

Sam Brenner performance

3

Friday
Time: 9 p.m.
Location: Chocolate Bar

Come listen to the
unique voice of up and coming singer / songwriter Sam
Brenner Friday evening in the
Chocolate Bar.

FEATURED ON CAMPUS

College dating an imperfect art

"Being Jewish In France"

Men's BBall vs. Duke

4

Saturday

Sunday

Time: 2 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum

Time: 2 p.m.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

O

Location: Higgins 300
\u25a0

Cheer on the BC men's
basketball team as they face off
against the Duke Blue Devils
this Saturday afternoon in Conte

Forum.

As part of the French
Film Festival, a documentary by
Yves Jeuland, titled "Being Jewish
in France," will be playing with

English subtitles.

In the News
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University
University of Massachusetts to
open state's first public law school
On Tuesday the state Board of Higher Education voted
to approve the opening of the state's first public law

school by the University of Massachusetts. The unanimous decision by the board paves the way for the first
class of students to enroll in the fall of 2010. "This is
a quantum leap forward for the University," said state
education secretary Paul Reville in an interview with
the Boston Globe. UMass hopes to install the law school
on the campus of the recently-acquired Southern New
England School of Law, according to the Globe.
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Local News
Despite criticism, Coast Guard to
allow LNG shipments from Yemen
In a decision announced Tuesday, the U.S. Coast Guard
has said that it will allow tankers carrying liquefied

Kerry Cronin spoke on "The Imperfect Art of Dating" and the hookup culture as part of the Agape Latte series.
By

James Gu

Heights Editor

Boston College students
stuffed themselves into Hillside
Cafe as Kerry Cronin, associate
director of the Lonergan Center
and professor in the philosophy
department, bemoaned the lack
of dating on the BC campus.
"Hooking up has become the
social script, people at colleges
don't seem to date anymore,"
Cronin said. Her lecture, titled
"The Imperfect Art of Dating,"
was sponsored by the Center for
the Church in the 21st Century
and Campus Ministry as part of
the Agape Latte series.
Cronin has previously spoken
on similar topics with talks like
"Dating 101" and "Sex and the
Single Student." Fbr the past
five years, Cronin has set out to
direct BC students away from the
hookup culture and toward actual
dating. Cronin began the talk by
reading an e-mail from one of
her students who was no longer
satisfied with the hookup culture
and wanted something more. The
student ended the e-mail with,
"Please fix this?" at wluch point
Croninresponded, "We, together,
can fix it for ourselves."
Cronin's recommendation for
students to date arose from her
Vertices class where, to receive
a passing grade, the students
needed to go on datesand report
back to the class. The list of requirements for the date are that
the student must ask someone

out in person, have a legitimate
interest in that person, a "level
one date" as Cronin said, and
have no physical interactions

other than an A-frame hug.
Cronin explained her take
on the three levels of dating. A
level one date is mostly "reconnaissance work" an event that
should be around 45 to 90 minutes long, she said.
The transition from level one
to level two is one of mutual acknowledgement, at which point
both parties know where the
relationsliip is going. While level
one lasts about three dates, level
two could possibly last weeks
or months, and
includes exclu-

siyeness.
The finalphase
is defining the re-

lationship and is
more exclusive,
she said. "It is
putting oneself in
a vulnerable position and having

ally different. She said the best
types of people to go on a date
with are those people who are
not yet friends but more than an
acquaintance a far cry from the
dynamic of the hookup culture.
"In a hookup, the winner is being chill, but dating demands
honesty, showing that you care
even if it's a risk."
Students attending the event
said they appreciated Cronin's
honesty and motivational tone in
-

her address. "It's motivational,"
said Adam Danielson, CSOM
'12. "If you don't want to sit on
the sidelines, she's not afraid to
push you that one
step further."
Agape Latte

"Hooking up has
become the social.
script, people at
colleges don't seem to
date anymore"
Kerry Cronin,
Professor, Philosophy
?

natural gas (LNG) from Yemen into Boston Harbor.
The decision comes amid widespread criticism from
local residents, in addition to Boston Mayor Thomas
M. Menino, who have argued that the security threat
outweighs the potential commercial benefit, according to a report by the Boston Globe. It is expected that
shipments of LNG could arrive from Yemen within
the month.

was originally

conceived four
years ago, designed to help
students learn
more about faith
and religion in an
inviting social environment. "It
is not just a lecture," said Richard Rossi, cam-

the possibility of
Department
getting rejected,"
pus minister.
Cronin said. "BC
students are so
"It also fosters
genuine conversation and at
good at friendships, but when
the same time, discusses faith
talking about romantic friendships, we're sort of lost."
in the Church that's relevant
Cronin took questions from
to the undergraduate life."
the audience following her lecWhen selecting the speakers,
ture. She addressed the imporRossi said the importance of
finding an individual who is
tance of moving on, and how
"intellectual, current, and
successful relationships are not
personal" is crucial. \u25a0
"better," but rather foundation-

On Campus
McMullen Museum to launch
new exhibit featuring Asian art
Saturday, the McMullen Museum of Art will celebrate the opening of the exhibition "Asian Journeys:
Collecting Art in Post-war America." The collection
was organized by the Asia Society Museum in New
York and features some of the most acclaimed works
from the museum's permanent collection, according
to a release from the Office of News and Public Affairs. The exhibition, which looks into the social and
political motivations of American collectors of Asian
art in the post-World War II period, is scheduled to
be on display until June 6.
On
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EDITORIAL RESOURCES
News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Michael Caprio,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or

e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores

Want to report the results of a
game? Call Zach Wielgus, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Kristen House, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review@
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

National
Top defense officials call for
repeal of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
WASHINGTON (AP)
It's time to repeal the
military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy and allow gay
troops to serve openly for the first time in history, the
nation's top defense officials declared Tuesday, with
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff proclaiming that service members should not be forced to
"lie about who they are." Reversing-the Pentagon's
17-year-old policy toward gays "comes down to integrity," for the military as an institution as well as the
service members themselves, Joint Chiefs Chairman
Mike Mullen told a Senate hearing.
?

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting error, have information that requires a
clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Matthew DeLuca, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-nmil editor©
bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Delivery

Voices from the Dustbowl

1/30/10 2/2/10
-

Saturday, Jan. 30

Monday, Feb. 1

12:10 a.m. A report was filed regarding
the arrest of William Mendes of Pawtucket, RI, for trespassing after receiving
a previous trespass warning. The party
was booked at BCPD headquarters.

12:26 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a fire alarm activation in the Yawkey
Center, which was found to be the result
of a pipe that had burst. Boston Fire
responded to the call and Facilities was
notified to repair the damage.

-

1:24 a.m. A report was filed regarding
the confiscationof a controlled substance
and drug paraphernalia from a party in
Medeiros Hall.

-

-

3:01 a.m. A report was filed regarding
a motor vehicle accident off campus that
resulted in property damage only. Newton
police later responded and placed Oben
Johnson under arrest for operating a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol.
The party was booked at Newton PD
-

headquarters.

Sunday, Jan. 31

"What do you think about the
hookup culture at BC?"

9:27 p.m.

A report was filed regarding a party who had sustained an ankle
injury at Alumni Stadium. The party
was transported to a medical facility by
-

"It's just like everywhere else."
?Greg Ramirez,
A&S '13

Tuesday, Feb. 2
-

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
'(c) 2010. All rights reserved.

ambulance.

5:01 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a party stuck in an elevator in Gasson
Hall. BCPD officers responded to the
scene and Stanley Elevator was notified.
The party was freed unharmed.

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact John O'Reilly, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

"Ipersonally don't take part,

but it goes on a lot."
?Ben Koha,
A&S '10

CORRECTIONS

9:38 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a found wallet at the BCPD headquarters. An inventory resulted in the identity of the owner and they were notified.
Additionally, a false driver's license was
confiscated.
-

1:31 a.m. - A report was filed regarding
stolen property confiscated from a party
in (he Mods. The underage intoxicated

party was transported to a medical facility

in

a

police cruiser.

11:50 p.m. A report was filed regarding
the odor of marijuana present in Koslka
Hall. Officers responded and a report will
be forwarded to ODSD.

In the article "University

"Ifeel like

-

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

lobbying efforts demonstrate
in the Feb. 1
issue, University Spokesman
JackDunn was misquoted
regarding earmarks.
real results"

its too prevalent."

?Rachel Butler,
A&S 13
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A radio

rebirth
is due

Joseph Pasquinelli
SANG LEE

/

HEIGHTS STAFF

WVBC began in the 1960s
as "The Voice of Boston College." It was established so
students could have a radio
station to listen to on campus. Since then, however,
it has fallen into oblivion.
Although student disc jockeys
and hosts still play music and
talk sports, WVBC has few

Left: Patrick Raab, A&S 11, engages with a student; Center: Talal Rojas, CSOMII andKris Munden, A&S 11, explain their platform; Right: Courtney Dower, A&S 11,
listens to a student's concerns.

listeners.

By

In fact, the Webcast can
only accommodate 20 listeners at a time. The original
student radio station has
become merely a training
ground for its FM sister station, WZBC, established in
1973.
Unlike WVBC, WZBC is
broadcast over the airwaves
on 90.3 FM Newton and is
regulated by the FCC.
To become an FM DJ,
a student must train for a
semester on WVBC, making
BC's former voice nothing
more than a stepping stone to
the big time broadcasting of
WZBC.
This has been especially
problematic for sports broadcasters. Sports jockeys only
have two hours of scheduled
time on WZBC-BC Sports
Saturday from 1-3 p.m. They
also broadcast the football
games. When the football
season ends, however, they
are only allowed to broadcast
twenty games a combination of hockey, basketball,
and soccer match-ups.
WVBC's sports department is
growing, but its time allotment is not.
More people are becoming interested in sports
broadcasting, but their space
is limited to two hours on
WZBC on Saturday and four
hours every night on WVBC.
So what does the sports department want?
More airtime and recognition would be nice. Students
at BC are interested in sports
and want to know how the
Eagles are doing, but the
only student sports media
outlet of which they know is
The Heights' sports section.
Everyone may read the sports
section, but it is a bi-weekly
release. The WVBC sports
department hopes that it will
be given the opportunity to report sports news all week long
and reach a larger audience.
The increase in airtime
and publicity that they seek
is going to be difficult to find.
WVBC, the practically defunct
"Voice of Boston College,"
only provides four one hour
slots of sports talk each night.
Even if given more airtime
on WVBC, it is unlikely that
the sports department would
reach a larger audience.
Hosts complain that they
do not get enough listeners, and the audience is not
growing. To get more listeners
and recognition, the sports
department would have to be
given more time on WZBC,
but this is unlikely to hap-

Special Projects Editor

.?_..._.

pen. They must negotiate
which twenty games they will

be broadcasting before the
season begins.
If they conjecture wrongly
about which games are going
to be important late in the
season, they do not have the
opportunity to amend their
schedule. Another problem
facing the sports department
is that WZBC is not for students, no matter what they tell
the campus their function is.
The majority of DJs who
have shows are not students,
but members of the community surrounding BC, and
they are not willing to give up
their shows so the BC campus
an
can get what it needs
expanded, recognized sports
department that caters to
the sports media needs of the
student body.

JosephPaquinelli is a columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights.com

_
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Campaign season begins as UGBC hopefuls
discuss campaign platforms with students
Ana Lopez

The Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
presidential hopefulls revealed
their platforms to campaign
supporters and other students
Monday night. Each of the candidate pairs promised to continue
the successful initiatives from
the Dea-Hirs administration,
including issues such as faculty
advising. Additionally, student
life goals were a focus of each
team's platform.
Three candidate pairs are
entering the primaries, including Charlie Witmer, CSOM '11,
and Courtney Dower, A&S '11;
Kris Munden, A&S '11, and Talal
Rojas, CSOM '11; and Micaela
Mabida, A&S '11, and Patrick
Raab, A&S "11.

Witmer and Dower, whose slogan "Moving Forward Together"
was borne out of Witmer's perception of the need to "pay it
forward" to the BC community
and incorporate "new voices,"
are focusing on increasing unity
on campus in the coming year
through the creation of a spring
weekend tradition and new athletic traditions. They also hope
to look into a bike share program
and the possibility of installing
televisions in the Plex.
"We feel that our talents and
experiences make us the best
candidates," Dower said. "Charlie
has been involved in leadership
roles within UGBC for the past
two years, most recently serving
as the chief ofstaff under the current administration. [I] currently
serve on a committee that works
directly with the current UGBC

administration."
Munden and Rojas stressed
the importance of looking extensively into the sexual health
initiative, as well as diversity
issues on campus. "Especially
socioeconomic diversity, which
hasn't received as much attention as it deserves in the past,"
Munden said. "We want to bring
light to this issue, in addition to
making BC's myriad opportunities available to low-income
students."
In their platform, Munden and
Rojas push for University support
of the Amethyst Initiative, "In order to foster safe and responsible
drinking on campus." They also
have expressed their desire to
establish a scholarship for women
and to finally designate a name
for the Asian American Scholarship
an issue that was central
-

to last year's campaign.

Mabida and Raab are proponents of the possible alcohol amnesty policy that the administration is currently discussing. They
are also adamant about working
to rectify the "No More Than
Four" law issued with regard to
student housing in Boston, as
they feel it is unfair to students.
Communication between student groups, facets of the UGBC,
-

students, and administrators is
also central to the Mabida-Raab
campaign. They said the "lack of
satellite printing stations" is an
additional concern they plan to
address with regard to student
life.
The full platforms of each of
the teams were released midweek
and will be debated more thoroughly by the candidates during
Sunday's primary debate. \u25a0
-

Candidates for 2010
UGBC Presidential
Election
Charlie Witmer,
CSOM '11, and Courtney Dower, A&S '11
Kris Munden, A&S
'11, and Talal Rojas,
Micaela Mabida, A&S
'11, and Patrick Raab,
A&S 11.

Haiti fundraising efforts reach goal in point drive
By

dining plans.

Kristen Zale

For The Heights

Boston College Dining Services reached its intended
fundraising goal during its
Sunday night point drive for
Haiti relief, dining officials
said.
The point drive, which took
place during the dinner hours
of 4-7 p.m., was part of an
effort by Dining Services to

centralize the Haiti fundraising efforts on campus and to
offer students the option of
contributing funds from their

and Stuart Dining Hall
throughout the night.
mons,

Helen Wechsler, director of
dining services,

Employees

said that, while
three hours "We knew we wanted
were dedicated to do something, and
to fundraising,
the most effective thing
the $5,000 goal
to do was a point
was met well before the 7 p.m.
deadline. Dining services employees manned

drive!'

and students
had begun
making plans
for such an endeavor before
the beginning of

spring semester, Weschler
said. "We knew
Helen Weschler,
we wanted to do
Director of Dining
something, and
collection staServices
tions at McElroy
the most effecCommons, Corcoran Com- tive thing to do was a point
?

drive," she said. "Everyonewas
touched by this disaster."
This is not the first time
that the dining services has
reached out to aid areas effected by natural disaster. The
University organized a similar
point drive for Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the Indonesian tsunami in 2004; however,
this tragedy directly affects BC
much more personally.

There are over a dozen
full-time Haitian employees
who workfor dining services,
as well as 100 part-time high

school students of Haitian
descent. When the earthquake
struck on Jan. 12, BC made
numerous efforts to track employees who had returned to
Haiti for the winter vacation,
Weschler said. No deaths
of BC employees were re-

ported.
Another point drive is
scheduled for Feb. 8-12 with
a sponsored goal of $5,500.
Proceeds have been given to
the Haiti Refugee Fund and

St. Boniface Haiti Foundation.

\u25a0

University officials debate implementing amnesty policy
By

campus.

It was only three weeks
into his freshman year at
the University of Colorado
at Boulder, on Sept. 16,
2004, when Lynn Gordon
Bailey Jr. and 26 other Chi
Psi fraternity pledges were
blindfolded during "bid
night" and taken into the
woods. Lined up around a
bonfire, they were told to
drink 1.75 liters of whiskey
and 1.5 liters of wine in 30
minutes.

Upon returning to the
frat house, Bailey passed
out on the couch. No one
called for help.
Ten hours later, he was
found dead, face down on
the floor.
An estimated 1,700 college students between the
ages of 18 and 24 die each
year from alcohol-related
accidents, according to
the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
That's 65 deathsfor every
week that school is in session. Yet some students say
harsher punishments that
have been implemented by
universities to curb alcohol
abuse are actually discouraging those students from
seeking help for classmates
who drink too much.
At Boston College, 17

students

A&S' 10. "I always felt like emergency, such as contact-*
I could handle alcohol-reing BCPD.
Dubbed "the matrix,"
About 900 alcohol-related situations on my own.
lated incidents resulted Why would we risk getting one of the most common
in disciplinary charges at in trouble by calling BCPD criticisms of the UniverBC last year, some involvif we could just take care sity's drug and alcohol
disciplinary policy is that
ing multiple students, said of it?"
Don Camelio, alcohol punishments will be enPaul Chebator, senior associate dean for student education program adminforced even if a student is
development. That number istrator said the reason in a desperate situation
represented three quarters students are hesitant to and requires help. Many
ofall the disciplinary cases contact the BCPD is that students say it's unfair if
initiated last year by BC they don't know when a those who ask for help from
officials.
friend may be in need of BCPD are penalized.
"There shouldbe no punThe Office of the Dean medical attention or help
ishment ifsomeone's life is
for Student Development from trained experts.
"Data indicates that in severe danger," Eric Zisk,
(ODSD) published the deour
drug
tailsof BC's
and alcostudents struggle with A&S '10, said. "It discourhol policy last fall. It per- knowing the signs and ages kids from seeking help
symptoms of and then things could end
scribes a series
an alcoholbadly."
of disciplining
emerThe amnesty policjfrthe
actions for any
related
An estimated
gency or alcoUniversity is now considerstudent found
1,700 college stuhol poisoning," ing would shield students
to be drinkdents between the Camelio said. from consequences in emering underage,
providing oth- ages of 18 and 24 die "They do not gency cases when they call
help. Last spring, ader underage each year
alco- know when a for
from
ministrators
convened focus
requires
friend
students with
groups composed of groups
alcohol, pos- hol-related accidents, medical inaccording to the
tervention or of students to get feedback
sessing large
quantities of National Institute on when they may on the idea.
able to sim"This is a debate that has
alcohol, or reAlcohol Abuse and be
ply sleep off been going on with all uniquiring mediAlcoholism.
the effects of versities. There are lots of
cal attention
layers with this issue," said
the alcohol."
after drinking
Ericson, the ODSD
Brent
Like many
excessively.
universities
associate
dean of commusay
Students
nity standards.
they're intimidated by the trying to reduce alcoholEricson said no sanction
threat ofsuch punishments, related accidents, BC's Alever be worse than the
Drug
cohol
and
Education
could
they
likely
would
and that
Program has tried to find death of a student and that
try to handle alcohol-restudents should always seek
lated situations on their new ways to increase alis
by
help for friends and peers.
of
for
cohol
awareness.
One
calling
own instead
"We're here to help, and
help. Some say they would posting signs in dormrooms
signs
there may be a false peralso hesitate to contact the listing the warning
that we, BCPD, or
ception
symptoms
and
of
alcohol
emergency.
BCPD in an
"Calling BCPD would poisoning. Students are the RAs are out to get the
also provided with options students," Ericson said.
definitely be my last resort," said Heather Ciganek, of what to do in case of an "We are an educational
the number one problem on

Deanna Rakowsky

For The Heights

were

taken

to

the

infirmary or nearby hospitals on the night of the
Akon performance last fall.

Robert
BC Police
Morse calls alcohol misuse
Chief

students get
don't call it
punishment. We call them
sanctions, which help remove the barrier that will
hinder a student's education and help them not to
make the same mistake
twice:"
Brittany Lewis, A&S '11,
felt confused and uncomfortable taking care of a
classmate who had too
much to drink. "I really
do think that the fear of
system. When
in trouble, we

consequences prevents students from calling BCPD in

emergencies," Lewis said.
"When I was a freshman, I
was taking care of a girl that
I knew to be very drunk,
and I did not call the police
because I did not want her
to get in trouble."
Morse conceded that
police on and off campus
"have strained relations
with students. When you
need an officer, it is a positive experience. When the
officer is taking enforcement action according to

the law, rules, and regulations or policy, it can be
seen as a negative experi-

ence."
He said campus police
are not out to get students
in trouble. "BCPD officers
go out of their way not to
arrest BC students because it can affect them for
the rest of their lives. We
choose to use the University
systems over the courts." \u25a0
This article was reportedfor Jon.
Marcus' Advanced Journalism
class.
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future of American journalism

McChesney examines

would not only condone public
subsidies for journalism they
would demand it," McChesney
said.
said.
As part of an ongoing lecThe bulk of McChesney's
While noting that around
ture series organized by the
2,500 people are currently lecture focused on the need
communications department,
for constructive government
Robert McChesney, co-author paid to post their stories onsupport of media that will
of The Life and Death ofAmeri- line, the speaker was critical
preserve free press. Citing
of the convencan Journalism:
"Private journalism tional wisdom The Economist's rankings of
the Media Revothat the rise the most democratic countries
lution That Will
with
can
in the world, he said that the
of the InterBegin the World
press
subsidies.
public
top five countries, Denmark,
blogonet
and
Again, spoke to
more sphere eroded Sweden, Norway, Germany, and
students in Pulthe quantity Finland, also featured the top
ton Hall Tuesday
emboldened when and
quality five governmentally subsidized
evening on how
they know they can of reporting. publications in the world. He
journalism's deInstead, he said that a diverse range of inicline in the Uniteat"
pointed to the tiatives are being taken under
ed States "calls
influence of the umbrella of government aid
into question the
entire American
Robert McChesney, profit-seeking for media, including expanding
democratic proProfessor, University of "monopolistic the AmeriCorps to include journews conglomnalists in areas with fading news
cess." In his lecIllinois
erates" in the coverage and an increase of
ture, McChesney
media world as student involvement in media,
spoke of what he
jeopardizing quality journal- especially at the high school
called the decline in journalislevel. "If we're
tic quality across the country ism, a market
going to have
and how it is rooted in the tenforce that began
credible journalin the 1980s, besion between the public service
One study
ism) we're going
fore the popuof journalism and the private
sector. He offered solutions to
larization of the conducted last year to need massive
government subthe crisis, including increased Internet.
by Baltimore's Pew sidies,"
he said.
In addressgovernment subsidies that
that 86 "Private journal
embrace electronic media and ing solutions Center
can flourserve to foster higher quality to the issue, percent
Baltimore's ism
ish with public
McChesney
and more multi-angled journalnews coverage was press subsidies.
ism throughout the country. "If urged the audiJournalists feel
we don't have journalism, we ence to reconprompted by the
more emboldcan't keep power accountable," sider their ideas
government or
about journalened when they
McChesney said.
McChesney opened the disknow they can
public relations
ism's role in soeat."
cussion by citing a number of ciety. He chalorganizations.
The audifacts reflecting the current lenged students
ence said they
state of American journalto question the
ism. One,study conducted last -role of-the gavwere interested
in McChesney's unique take on
eminent and media in Ameriyear by Baltimore's Pew Centhe issue and remedy of govter found that 86 percent of can journalism. Noting that the
Baltimore's news coverage was media has been funded largely ernment subsidies. "I thought
prompted by the government or through advertising since after he did a great job explaining
public relations organizations, the Civil War, he examined the the situation," said Brian Mcand the city's major newspaper, philosophies offramers such as Means, A&S '11. "Students here
The Baltimore Sun, produced 73 James Madison and Thomas at BC and across the country inpercent fewer original stories Jefferson, who thought that creasingly get informationfrom
blogs, and other news media is
ill 2009 compared to 1991. supporting journalists with
Today's media features "exsubsidies was not a breach of fading away fast."
traordinarily sophisticated
"McChesney said that unthe First Amendment or an act
less someone starts to support
public relations, packaged as of censorship. "Our founders
news that threatens to undermine the legitimacy of our constitutional right," McChesney

By Tanner Edwards
For TheHeights
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"We're trying to come up with ways to make people more knowledgeable
about signs and symptoms and to know who to call'.'
Sheilah Shaw Horton,
Dean for Student Development

Administrators weigh
options for amnesty policy
been proposed by the student
and a lot has been proposed by
the administration, but so far we
haven't been able to synthesize it
into something everyone will be
happy with," Pike said.
Another problem is that many
students do not know when alcohol sickness is a medical emergency an issue the taskforee is
looking to combat, Priest said.
"In the meantime, we're trying
to implement an alcohol poison-ing education campaign. We're
-

trying to come up

with ways

to

make people more knowledgeable
about signs and symptoms and to
know who to call."
Among the task force's other

new
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goals is to provide more programming that offers alternatives to
drinking on Friday and Saturday nights, Priest said. "A lot
of times, when you get students
alone or in small groups, students
"

have moderate attitudes toward
drinking and seem frustrated
with the drinking culture the
way it is," she said. "We want
to put emphasis on non-drinkers and 'responsible' drinkers,
because attention is often put
on the small percentage of heavy
drinkers."
BC has fewer alcohol-related
hospitalizations proportionally
than many other schools, Horton
said. "The number of students
who go to the hospital is no different than other schools, even

*iayk\

though we have more students,"
she said. "That's a sign we're doing okay, but if any student goes
to the hospital, it's one student
too many."

The task force also hopes to
provide good role models for
students by promoting sobriety
in student leaders, Horton said.
"If you go to an event and the
student leaders are drunk, what

does that say?" Horton said. "If
leaders are sober, it shows that
you don't have to be drunk to
have fun."
Another issue in the task
force's sights is pre-gaming. "We
can plan a fabulous nonalcoholic
event, but if everybody pre-games
before they get there, that defeats
the purpose." \u25a0
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Americanjournalism, the United States is looking at a future
in which the 'news' is dictated
by public relations firms," said
Ali McDonald, A&S '13. "That's
just not what journalism is sup-

posed to be about."
Others lauded McChesney's
parallels of journalistic freedom

and democracy. "McChesney's
lecture pointed out the importance of solid journalism

as it pertains to the fundamentals of democracy," said Michael Keith, a professor in the
communication department,

who introduced the evening's
speaker.

\u25a0

Gasson to re-open for
2011-2012 academic year

?

Task Force, from Al

COLLEEN O'CONNOR

Robert McChesney, professor at the University of Illinois expressed his support for media subsidization on Tuesday.

Gasson, from Al

(UGBC) and CSOM '10. "So we'll

disruption and the potential for
lowering the cost by doing it in
one phase now was worth it," Keating said. This shorter time table
will cause Gasson to be closed for

need to start thinking creatively
about where we hold our events. By
working with the Student Programs
Office as well as the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairsto
find usable space and to maximize
existing space, we can combat this

the -2010-2011 school year with
planned re-opening in the fall
of 2011.
Classes that would otherwise be
held hi Gasson will be relocated to
other campus locations. Inresponse,
the University has vocalized efforts
to find class space. "A plan has been
developed to relocate the occupants
and classrooms for the period of
the construction," Keating said.
Classes are expected to be moved
to underutilized space in Carney
Hall, MeElroy Commons, and the
O'Connell House.
Student groups that meet in
Gasson will also face relocation while
Gasson is closed. "This is an issue
that wiU affect all of us," said Al
Dea, president of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College
a

problem."
The University will also work to
relocate University offices currently
located in the historic hall. "If we
move, A&S would relocate in June
2010 to Carney Hall for at least 18
months," said Dean ofA&S David
Quigley. Quigley said he sees the
renovations as necessary, however,
and looks forward to seeing Gasson
"emerge from the construction as an
even more beautiful building." Other
offices affected will include the office of the Arts and Sciences Honors
Program and the University Counseling Office. Both are expected to
be moved to Carney Hall.
The planned updates to Gasson
include a number of features that
will work to modernize the building.

The interior is to be equipped with
a new sprinkler system, a new fire
alarm system, and new aluminum
windows. The building's staircases
will be taken apart andrebuilt. Addi
tionally, four handicappedaccessible
entrances will be added to the north
and south ends of the building.
The exterior of the building is
also slated for remodeling. About
6,800 pieces of pre-cast stone are
expected to be removed from Gasson. Contractors will take molds of
these stones using lasers, and exact
copies will be put in their place.
"The manmade concrete presents
the largest issue," Oslin said. "Everything that is being updated will
be exactly the same, only much more
beautiful." Since many of Gasson's
current stones havelasted for nearly
100 years, these updates are expected to keep Gasson open for an
extensive period of time. "When we
finish this renovation project, Gasson Hall will be standing tall and
bright for 200 years and beyond,"
Oslin said. \u25a0
-
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Mudents gathered
on Tuesday night at the second annual Black History Month opening Ceremony. Administrators and faculty migled with students throughout the event, which hosted speaker
Julianne Malveaux,who spoke on black history.
.

_

Second annual history month event held in Gasson
By Audrey Gennaro
For The Heights

ent Program, and was recognized on campus
from their cultural chains. "Today there
for her activism, she said. "The University's are so many of us with enslaved brains,"
president didn't know
she said. "We really need
my name because of my "What do you want to to talk about the state of
GPA, but because we were do
school other our brains, the state of our
constantly protesting,"
history, and the change
than make a lot
she said. "People did not
we can make. The issue is
talk about black history. money? What would of telling the story, putWhy would people want
ting the pen in the right
you sit in
us to know anything that
people's hands."
would empower us? The
She advised students,
history ofblack people is
you want to be a leader,
"If
Malveaux,
Julianne
embarrassing to America
don't choose leadership,
BC'74
is
but the resilience
do leadership. It is so
empowering to us."
important to serve," she
The solution to highlighting black hissaid. "The black community has stories
tory, she said, is for citizens to break free
to be told that deserve to be told. The

Administrators, alumni, and students
gathered Tuesday night in Gasson Hall for
the second amiual celebration of the Boston College Black History Month Opening
Ceremony the first of 11 Black History
Month events the University has slated for

after

-

of

for?"

the next month.
During the event, Julianne Malveaux,
BC '74 and speaker, stressed the importance
of historical interpretation in understanding African history in America. "History is
in the hands of those who hold the pen,"
she said. During her time at BC, Malveaux
served as the former leader ofthe Black Tal-

?

people who need to tell those stories are
some of you."
BC's newest a cappella group, BEATS
(Black Experience in America Through
Song) performed for those in attendance
prior to Malveaux's address. "Our goal
is to expose the BC community to songs
that relate to the black experience," said
Titciana Barros, co-founder of BEATS
and A&S '11. "Initially, I envisioned the
group taking songs from each decade and
showing the progression, but we realized
we could do so much more. Now we're
looking to use our shows to educate others
by giving background." SofiaMohammed,
A&S '11, said that student involvement in
the promotion of black history seA'ed as

a catalyst for this year's and last year's
events. "What really turned that around
was the AHANA students who advocated
for a greater celebration ofBlack History
Month last year and now this year."
Malveaux said that it is so important
for young students to discover what they
are and what they will advocate and fight
for. She referenced student sit-ins at a
racially segregated Woolworth's lunch
counter in Greensboro,North Carolina as
an example of youth involvement. "Sitting
does not necessarily mean sitting down,"
she said, "What do you want to do after
school other than make a lot of money?
What would you sit in for? What would
you do?"

\u25a0

Public affairs firm ranks
CEO club at No. 2 in world
The Carroll School of Management's CEO Club owes its rankings
to speakers and committed members, administrators said
are not BC people, so they get
an opportunity to experience

For The Heights

BC," Rollins said.
Global public relations firm
"What it has done, is it has
really helped the reputation
Weber Shandwickranked Boston College's Chief Executives' and brand of the school, not
Club of Boston No. 2 in the only in Boston, but nationally and internationally," said
world.
The Club took second place Dean of CSOM Andy Boynto the Clinton
ton.
Rollins, a
Global InitiaThe Club holds eight graduate
of Partive, while finishing ahead of meetings a year, each sons College in
the Wall Street
has been
featuring a keynote lowa,
at BC for 19 years
Journal CEO
speaker
the and started the
Council and
the World Ecobusiness community. Club in 1991. He
nomic Forum of
said he hoped
the Club would
Davos.
"The purpose [of the Club] become a respectable venue
where presidents, chairmen,
is to further enhance the reputation of Boston College and and managing partners could
gather, listen to prominent
the Carroll School of ManCEOs from outside the Boston
agement (CSOM)," said Peter
Rollins, founder and president area, and discuss new subject
matters. "I came here with a
of the Club.
The Club provides expoblank canvas and just started
throwing the paint," Rollins
sure for CSOM, as well as the
BC community at larger "We
said.
"Peter Rollins and his team
[the BC community] already
know what a great university have done a superb job," Boynthis is, but about 90 percent ton said. "Rollins' leadership
of the people in the CEO club has put Boston College and the

from

Club at the pinnacle of CEO
events that occur around the
world."
The Club holds eight meetings a year, each featuring a
keynote speaker from the business community. Past speakers
at the Club include business
professionals such as Steve
Ballmer, CEO of Microsoft;
Jeff Kindlar, CEO of Pfizer; Jim
Skinner, CEO of McDonald's;
Les Moonves, CEO of CBS; and
Bob Iger, CEO of Walt Disney.
Phillippee Dauman, CEO of
Viacom, is scheduled to speak
at the Club's next event.
The allure of the Club,
however, might lie in the list
of attendees, Rollins said.
"What makes it unique is the
audience. There's no audience
quite like this one, because
literally there were about 300
people and 85 percenf were
presidents and managing partners, and the attendees are a
'who's-who' locally," he said.
"Word around is if they're in
town, they come. It is a thing
to do now in Boston, which is
great for BC, which was the
objective." \u25a0

Admins laud research,
students in high ratings
a very innovative and truly
student-learning centric MBA

Rankings, from Al
"We have a terrific faculty, and
their commitment to excellent
teaching and conducting outstanding research have really
boosted the rankings," Boynton said. "The Financial Times
rankings take a close look
at faculty research because
knowledge creation plays an
important role in the learning
experience in any highly rated
MBA program, like ours the
faculty and staff have created
...
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(Untitled)

curriculum."
Administrators partially
attributed the
high rankings to
the program's
faculty and
student performance, elements
which transcend
numbers, they
said.
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Rienguest said. "You'll see
schools moving up and down.
But a good faculty, good staff,
good programs are much
more constant.
and

Administrators
partially attributed
the high rankings to
the program'sfaculty
and students.

"Rankings are volatile,"
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Our students
leave here with
a foundation
that should
truly allow them
to build a successful career in
business and to be good global
citizens." \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Platform proposals
require dedication

Heights

"Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply
gives you courage"
Lao Tzu
?

Candidates are encouraged to think about the hard work
necessary to bring worthwhile events to campus
almost all of them are true.
Secondly, this year's candidates should
realize that one way to differentiatethemselves from the pack may be to adopt the
novel idea of speaking to students like
adults, and that the way to do this is to
realize that there is no such thing as "student concern." There are many students
on campus and allof them have concerns
they are heterogeneous and variegated.
Each and every student at this school lives
a variety of lives; students here are divided among their lives at home, among their
friends, in their classes, their extracurriculars, and where they see themselves
heading in the future. Sit back in a class
and imagine that surreality.
What can a UGBC president and vice
health, the student body expressed a president ideally do with all of that?
concern, and they assumed it. There was The first thing they should do is treat
groundwork that needed to be laidbefore students like adults and talk to them
the University addressed its stance on with the respect they deserve. Promises
issues of sexuality, andthat research and that cannot be repaid lead only to disapdeliberation was left to Dea, Hirs, and pointment. Instead of talkingabout what
administrators such as Vice President of they are going to do, it would be savvy
Student Affairs Patrick Rombalski.
and invigorating for candidates to tell us
One lesson that this year's UGBC what they have done and how their accandidates should take from this is that complishments over their time at BC may
if they want to affect change at BC, they serve as an indication of the dedication
have to be prepared to put in long hours they would bring to the UGBC post. The
of hard work. All students should feel learning curve for a UGBC president and
that embracing a cause is a good and vice president is steep, and it will prove
worthwhile idea, but if they want that to be steep for anyone who assumes these
cause, be it issues of sexual health, race roles. What students must ask themselves
and gender, or disciplinary matrices, to when they vote is what they would like to
see the UGBC do in the coming year. The
obtain any sort ofrelevance and permanence, they will have to be willing to burn Heights' perception is that the "average"
the proverbial midnight oil and put thenstudent wants entertaining and affordnoses to the grindstone. There are many ablecampus programming. That's exactly
cliches for hard work, but a good student the sort of thing that is easier to say than
and a good UGBC president knows that to actually provide.

As this year's Undergraduate Government ofBoston College(UGBC) candidates
release their platforms and commence
with their campaigns, we encourage them
to look at an incident from thepast year in
thinking about theirpotential administrations. Almost a year ago, students called
for increased attention on issues ofsexual
health at Boston College by amending a
referendum to the annual UGBC ballot.
The referendum, which encouraged the
University to take a more proactivestance
in support of student health concerns,
became the official position of the UGBC
when it passed with 89.47 percent of the
vote. Though the current UGBC president
and vice president, Al Dea and Alex Hirs,
did not campaign on the issue of sexual

-

Damages due to
disrespect
The costs to ResLife accrued through acts of vandalism should
be passed on those who perpetrate the damage
There are certain standards that
students are expected to uphold
throughout their four years at Boston
College. BC students, like those at any
other university, have a responsibility
to respect both the facilities and the
people on campus. This expectation is
especially relevant to students living in
residence halls.
There are unavoidable consequences to be expected when housing
large numbers of undergraduates on
campus. Hundreds of students, the
majority ofwhom range in age from 18
to 22, living together in one building
will almost always result in some damage. Late nights, parties, and general
foolishness are prevalent in college
culture, and damage to residence halls
is bound to occur.
However, there is a fine line between
accidental damage and vandalismthat
results from disrespect. When students, no matter how few in number,
purposefully begin to wreack havoc on
the floors and in the stairways of BC's
residences halls, the entire community
is affected.
In particular, Walsh Hall, which
houses over 800 sophomore students,
was hit with a wave of vandalism
last semester. Students punched
out ceiling tiles on numerous floors,
bashed holes in walls, and executed
various childish pranks, such as setting off a fire alarm at 4 a.m. While
these shenanigans may have proved
to be amusing to these students at the
time, the damages amounted to an astounding $60,000 that BC was forced
to pay for after just one semester.
During floor meetings at the beginning of the current semester, resident
assistants informed students living in

Walsh that if the vandalism continued,
they would have to cover any expenses
incurred from repairing damages even
if theypersonally were not responsible.
This threat by ResLife is unfair to the
students that did not cause any damage and will most likely not stop the
vandalism from occuring.
The Heights recognizes that the
overwhelmingmajority of BC students
are respectful, mature, and hardworking individuals. It is the actions of
a minority of students that weakens
the living environment and creates
headaches for others.. These acts of
vandalism are not just inadvertent

mistakes they are premeditated with
the intent to damage in mind. These
individuals should recognize that BC
residence halls are not solely at their
disposal, but rather are shared living
spaces that must be treated as such.
Residence halls are students' homes
away from home. Most people would
not behave this way in the comfort of
their own home, and other students
should not be subjected to this juvenile
and thoughtless behavior.
All BC students should not be held
responsible for the actions of a minute
number of students. ResLife should
not expect every student to pay for the
destructive acts carried out by a select
few simply because ResLife has failed
to enforce their policies. The Heights
implores these individuals to stop
and think before deciding to commit
acts of vandalism. After reflection, if
they still insist on breaking the rules
and disrespecting the BC community,
these students should be punished accordingly. The expectation to behave
maturely and with respect is not asking
for too much.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
In the defense of New Jersey
A resident of North Jersey has recently taken to
spreading slanderous lies about the one part of New Jersey
which has done little to distinguish itself from its more
well-known cultural areas: Central Jersey. While this person has taken to pontificating about the wonders of the oil
refining epicenter of "Guido"-dom, it seems that perhaps
he should take a look at the world in which he lives before
he attempts to travel down the Turnpike. The legendary
road does not travel through some of the most economically depressed and non-aesthetic areas of the state.
The writer even goes so far as to warn others against
meeting fist-pumpers from the central region of the state,
which is a complete falsehood. One major issue with his
rambling, defensive argument is the contradictions which
occur at every turn. Is Central Jersey a middle ground
between two distinct regions, or is it the point from which
all "Guido" culture stems? Rirthermore, he makes allusions to the abomination that is MTV's Jersey Shore and
purports that Central Jersey culture was seen via this
staged show, containing actors primarily from New York
as well as one from Rhode Island. It seems that if one
looks at his argument, one must conclude that "Guidos"
exist in all areas of the nation.
With this in mind, it also seems that this writer must
be either a relative newcomer to New Jersey or someone
who wishes to deliberately misinform readers. There are
several characteristics of North Jersey which show that
it is ground zero for "Guidos" in the state. The typical
New Yawk / New Joisey accent that many people associate with the state is prevalent in both New York City
and Northern New Jersey, the unappealing oil refineries
which dot the landscape and befoul the air are located in
North Jersey, and the popular television show The Sopranos (itself somewhat of an inaccurate caricature of the
state) was filmed in areas all over North Jersey. It is true
that North Jersey contains several wealthy communities

which serve well-to-do flew York commuters, but this
fact is tainted by the garish, fountain-filled, white stoneclad homes that North Jersey "Guidos" have erected
throughout the towns of Hudson and Bergen Counties.
The idea of the jewelry-clad, crass North Jerseyan is a
popular one throughout the state, and the beachside
residents of both Central and Southern Jersey fear the
summer when "bennys" take over their beaches like a
pack of well-oiled, steroid-filled locusts. It is interesting to note that "benny" is made up of several places in
Northern New Jersey: Bayonne, Newark, and finally, New
York. It therefore doesn't seem that the "Guido" scourge
that flows to the Jersey Shore each summer is coming
from anywhere but North Jersey.
Perhaps, before making erroneous claims to assuage
his own insecurities about his home area, the writer
should think about where he truly comes from. I am a
proud resident of the state of New Jersey in its entirety;
Each area has its own eccentricities and its own benefits
which I think should be celebrated. What I believe happened to this pitiable North Jerseyan was an inability
to deal with the taunts of an ill-informed population,
which brought him to write his misguided letter. Perhaps
the poor writer even speaks with the very accent which
is so entrenched in his area. Whatever the reasons, one
should not deny the downsides of one's own area by
making aspersions against another part of the state.
Instead, perhaps all of New Jersey should just try to be
New Jersey, because it's a pretty wonderful place to be
from. And perhaps all states should be more united and
should no longer attempt to mock other regions to which
they have never been. Each state in our country has its
own stereotypes attached to it, and it is time for everyone to move past their ignorant views of other states.
CHRISTOPHER FINAN
A&S '13

Superfans or Superfrauds?
Erin Butler
99. No, that's not the percentile you scored on the SAT. 99th
is BC's ranking in NCAA Division 1 Basketball attendance in
2009-2010. This dismal number
puts us behind such well-known
basketball powerhouses as Utah
State, Evansville, and Toledo.
You've never heard of these stellar
basketball programs? Neither'has
anyone else.
8,606. The maximum capacity of a basketball game at Conte
Forum. It's hard to visualize 8,606
people, considering our average
attendance last year was 5,548.
We're all smart people, and we can
realize that there is a large discrepancy between these numbers.
Yes, for all of you math nerds out
there this is a 3,058-person difference. That's a pretty big number.
9,171. That's the number of
undergraduate students at BC.
Clearly, you can understand where
I'm going with this. If anyone who

wasn't at the Clemson game (yes,
there should be a lot of you out
there) happened to glance at a
television, you would have seen our
half-filled student section gracing
the screen of all of the Clemson
fans at home, who were watching
ESPN2 and wondering where we
were.

1. The number of people it takes
to change this problem. Everyone
can complain about our basketball

team's subpar performance this
this obviously doesn't
help them win games. By staying
home and complaining about this
over dinner at Hillside, we're only
furthering their problems. Yes,
we've watched and hoped as the
team has seemingly toyed with our
hearts over some difficult losses.
We've been there when inbounding the ball or making a simple
shot seems impossible. But we've
also watched Reggie Jackson,
Joe Trapani, and the rest of the
team celebrate a huge victory over
Duke, culminating with all of the
fans storming the court last year.
year, but
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These are the moments we all still
talk about- the ones we want to
remember. However, it's impossible
for a team to achieve these special
moments with a student body that
appears, simply put, apathetic
about their performance.
2:00. I have no doubt that
Conte will be packed at this time
on Saturday afternoon; make that
2:15 since no one gets to games on
time. But that's another issue. The
true test of a Superfan will come
not by attending the hallmark
Duke or UNC games but maybe
one of the lesser-hyped teams
such as Virginia Tech. Needless
to say, clearly there is much to
be done if we truly want to chant
the words "We are BC." So dig
through your drawers and find
that old Superfan shirt. Whether
it's basketball on Saturday or the
Beanpot on Monday night, get out

there, bring a friend, and support
your fellow Eagles. Go BC!
Erin Butler is sophomore in the Carroll
School of Management
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OPINIONS

Tired of Commencement countdown Dancing
Thumbs
to discover
Up
Campaigns The first
glimpse of the banners now
flying in the Quad heralded
the officialbeginning of the
most exciting time on BC's
campus (kind of)! Three
teams have begun the tried
and true strategies of rounding up their friends to shout
at passersby, paying people
to display their names in
prominent windows, and
flashing their carefully chosen
-

colors like credentials all over
campus. There are no points
for originality, so they're covered. Let the games begin!
Living Wall The BC Art
Club has opened a space in
O'Neill for the display of
-

student multimedia artwork.
The student photos, artwork,
and even origami have brightened up the sterile and blindingly fluorescent hallways of
the library. Take advantage of
the show before it disappears
back into the underground
art scene.

Beanpot The annual
Boston hockey tournament
kicked off this past Monday
with BC's win over Harvard
(shocker!) and BU's triumph
-

over

Northeastern, and that

means, you guessed it, the
Eagles and Terriers will
be facing off yet again this
coming Monday in the TD
Garden. Let's even the score
before the season ends.

Nominations The Oscar
race has officially begun, and
the usual surprises and disses
have caused Shockwaves all
over Hollywood (but really no
where else). The expansion
of the Best Picture category
to include 10 films will al-

low

more

to profit from the

title of "nominated for Best
Picture," even if they have no
prayer of actually winning
{The Blind Side? Really?). It's
a win-win!
HP 3D All the Muggles
who are counting down
the days until the two-part
release of Harry Potter 7
{and the Deathly Hallows, for
those in the know) now have
another reason for glee. The
film will be released in 3D.
Cue thousands of teen girls
screaming over the prospect
of an (almost) tangible Daniel
Radcliffe.

differences
Chris Dewey
Commencement. Graduation. The
"G" word. Only two weeks into the
second semester'ofmy senior year, and
all I seem to hear about is the class of
2010's impending last day at Boston
College. Nearly every senior seems
to be in a state of dreadful hysteria
regarding this reality. Bucket lists are
frantically constructed, while friends
attempt to coordinate living situations
for the "real world." No matter where
you go, there is no reprieve from the
reminder that, come May, many of us
will be back home living with mom and
dad. However, the only thing worse
than graduation itself is talking about
it every day leading up to the ominous
occasion.
I know this is my last semester at
BC. Over break, when my younger
brother asked me, "Chris, won't it be
weird that you won't be a BC student
anymore in like five months?" I glared
at him for a good minute. The idea of
leaving this secure Chestnut Hill sanctuary is both terrifying and overwhelming. At the same time, it is foolish and
illogical to fixate on this inevitable
destiny during every moment that we
still get to spend at BC. An attitude
like this perpetually forces all of the
negative emotions surrounding graduation into the present.
The fact that this is our last semester has provided an impetus to
cram as much social activity into our
week as possible before entering a
post-BC life. MaryAnn's on Tuesday,
Roggie's trivia on Wednesday, Harvard Ave. on Thursday, and then, what
do you know, the weekend is already
here. It quickly becomes confusing as to whether your liver or bank
account is suffering the most. Far be
it from me to deride such routines
I am equally guilty of indulging in
this breakneck pattern of activities.
Still, when Friday night rolls around,
my enthusiasm and energy levels are
not nearly as high as they should be.
Many of us exhaust ourselves to a
-

Pooja

point where the weekend becomes an
afterthought, because we overexert
ourselves during the week in the name
of this being our final semester.
And then comes the last minute romancing. No conversation about graduation is complete without a discussion
of "The Senior Five." For those of you
not acquainted with this term, "The
Senior Five" refers to the five people

that you would like to hook up with
before graduation, traditionally during senior week. At a school where so
many bemoan the disappearance of the
date and the inability to find any shred
of interpersonal commitment, this
custom is benevolently embraced and
cherished. Condescending or not, isn't
this type of behavior usually referred
to as freshman-like? I can only assume
that most of us do not need to add five
more awkward acquaintances to our BC
resume of "love."
The aforementioned bucket list
is an endearing concept. This last
semester of undergrad life should be
a special one, in which all uncharted
territory is conquered. For most of us,
there are still endless sights around
Boston to see, pranks to pull, and
challenges to overcome. No one wants
to leave BC feeling like they had an incomplete experience. The only concern

with a bucket list is that it typically
endorses a number of activities that
simply cannot be tackled in only one
semester. Indeed. I have held back
from making my own bucket list out
of fear that it would only set up a scenario such that I would feel unfulfilled
when the end comes.
You might think my desire to drop
graduation talk makes me someone
who lives his life in ignorance. Perhaps
this assertion is not that far off. It is
also possible that I am a bit hypocritical myself isn't it a bit counterintuitive to write a graduation piece if
you do not want to hear of graduation
anymore? It is completely understandable that seniors want to make this last
-

semester a particularly

special one.

Nevertheless, whether we discuss it or
not, graduation is going to arrive on
May 24. We all just need to enjoy this
time while it is still here and realize
that there is nothing productive that
will come out of all this worrying. Milk
each day for all it's worth, and live in
the present while maintaining a subtle
regard for what lays before us. Rock on.

Chris Dewey is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bekeights.com.

Let them eat... nothing

-

Thumbs
Down
Gasson The campus
landmark and one of the
busiest academic buildings
will be closed for renovations
starting in June and continuing until the end of next year
(2011, that's right). With the,
Irish room out of commission, where will 99.9 percent
of campus events take place?
-

The winter months
inevitably bring dustings
of snow, bulky jackets, and
classrooms filled with the
sound of hacking coughs. The
campus-wide cold has left
the tiny segment of students
without symptoms arming
themselves with sanitizer
and avoiding all superfluous contact. Another sign of
winter? Mutual roommate
contamination.
Phlegm

-

The usually reliable
automaker (don't Camrys last
for 50 years or so?) seriously
punctured it's seemingly
seamless reputation when it
had to recall over two million
cars due to defective pedals.
Whether these pedals were
for gas or brakes seems to be
unclear, but it was probably
very clear to the unfortunate
Toyota owner as he either
proceeded to go or stop unToyota

-

controllablv.

in his thinking. Thomas Malthus, the

Janine Hanrahan
"My grandmother was not a highly

educated woman, but she told me
as a small child to quit feeding stray
animals. You know why? Because they
breed." So said Andre Bauer, South
Carolina's lieutenant governor.
The animal lover within me cringes
imagining a starving dog mercilessly
ignored by passersby. Who could be so
cruel?
Well, it turns out Bauer was not
talking about animals. In fact, he was
talking about his fellow man, or at
least those who rely on government
assistance programs. He went on to
explain that food assistance, free lunch
programs, and the like create a cycle of
dependency and encourage otherwise
financially unstable individuals to continue having children because, "They
don't know any better."
At a time of economic crisis, when
nearly 10 percent of the nation is
unemployed and others are struggling
to afford mortgage payments, gas, and
everything else, Bauer's comments seem
particularly heartless and unseemly.
But, despite withering criticism, Bauer
refuses to back away from his central
message, instead apologizing for his
word choice.
It turns out that Bauer is not alone

British philosopher famous for his work
on population growth, said something
quite similar 212 years ago. He believed
that the presence of British Poor Laws
not only would make it more likely a
man would marry without worrying
about how he would support his family,
but that they also would increase the
population without doing the same for
the food supply and the wage increases
they provided would drive up the cost
of goods for everyone, thus broadening the number of people reliant on
assistance.
Do Malthus and Bauer have a point?
Is Malthus right when he says, "A laborer who marries without being able to
support a family may in some respects
be considered as an enemy to all his fellow laborers?" Is Bauer right that this
is a conversation people want to have,

maybe just without the metaphor of
"stray animals?"
I think so. If the Massachusetts
Senate election revealed anything, it
is that people are frustrated. They are
frustrated that the economy is tanking
and the solution our government offers
is spending billions of dollars, promoting the successful results in places like
Rhode Island's 86th Congressional
district (Rhode Island only has two
such districts). They are frustrated that
the Senate comes up with a healthcare

bill that seeks to tax the best health
care plans but exempts unions, a key
Democratic constituency. And they
are frustrated that no matter who
gets elected, even the great bastion of
change himself, Barack Obama, nothing
ever really seems to change.

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

For Americans who work hard,
maybe at more than one job, pay their
taxes, and are honest on their children's
financial aid forms, the idea of supporting the actions of irresponsible
individuals makes their blood boil.
Does this mean they want to leave
children starving in the cafeteria at
lunchtime? Absolutely not. Assistance
programs are necessary. A child cannot
help it if he or she is born destitute,
and a mother has no say in whether the
company she has worked for for years
goes bankrupt, leaving her with nothing
but a pile of bills to pay.
But for those members of our society
who run up credit card bills without a
thought or continue having children despite the fact that they can barely support themselves, that is another story.
Actions have consequences, whether it
is something unfortunate like having
our credit ruined to something as tragic
as a child living a life of abject poverty.
Those who choose to be reckless and
selfish should not expect to stick their
hands out and find a check from Uncle
Sam resting in their palm.
Yet, it is no surprise that too many
of us fail to realize, or just plain ignore,
these dreadful results. We live in a culture of bailouts, trillion dollar deficits,
and lawsuits by the obese against fast
food companies.
Maybe the conversation we really need to be having is how to instill
responsibility into a culture that wants
anything but.
Janine Hanrahan is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Shah

Sweat trickling down the sides of her
face, the senior choreographer gasped
for gulps of air as her outstretched hand
grabbed a bottle of Strawberry-Guava
Fuze in McGuinn's sth floor lounge.
It's a week before the big "Dil Se"
Valentine's Day show, and the dance was
still a work in progress, despite there
having been an average offour hours of
practice each night for the past three
weeks. A group of exhausted girls stood
in the center of the lounge, anticipating
instruction for the next body roll to the
repeated beat. Besides exasperated,red
faces and sore calves, these students
shared another similarity their passion for dance.
Each year, the various cultural
groups of AHANA put on dance performances to educate and entertain
the Boston College community. These
students aim to express their traditions, cultures, backgrounds, talents,
and various musical tastes through their
dancing fervor. Whether it is the Korean
Students Association (KSA) dressed in
native garb, the Chinese Students Association (CSA) performing the dragon
dance, or the South Asian Students As-

sociation (SASA) imitating Bollywood,
these men and women aim to convey the

love and admiration they have for their
respective countries into the hearts of
BC students.
I mean, at least that's what I've
been doing since the beginning of
the semester. In between memorizing
Spanish verbs, imprinting evolutionary trends in my mind, or squeezing in
chemistry labs during breaks, dance
practice has dominated my life. At first,
nothing beat the thought of spending
an eternity jamming away to the latest
Indian hits and creating an intimate
family with the upperclassmen, but
soon enough the muscle cramps kicked
in, not to mention the drooling away
during 8 a.m. classes despite multiple
shots of espresso. Dance practices became frustrating, sweaty, and tedious.
However, despite this random outburst
of irritation, late night practices exposed me to aspects of my culture that
I had never known about before.
Not only was I given a history lesson on my own roots, but I also spied
on other cultural groups preparing for
their own annual shows throughout the
month of February. I had heard and
seen only seconds of the other groups'
melodies, but I traveled through unfamiliar smells ofKorea, swept through
the islands of the Philippines, voyaged
through the archaic cities of China, and
journeyed through Japanese archipelagos. I realized how the art of dancing
is an expression that cannot be shown
through words or any other tangible
force and how underrated these movements are in the BC community. If only
more of our students attended these
events so that they, too, could see the
unfolding of the diversity that thrives
on our campus.
After more than 80 hours of intense
practice for 26 conesecutive days, as a
dancer, I could envision myself standing under the dim lights of Robsham
Theater, my body positioned to drift
through the Indian melody. Standing in
unison, twelve pairs of feet chime, bodies sway, and bangles click. Twenty-four
feet move to the rhythmic beat of the

four-and-a-half minute song blasting from the speakers, graceful bodies
directed to follow the meaning of every
Hindi word. Two sets ofbangles shine
and clash on the wrists of each female
in a systematic fashion, complementing the scintillating gold glistening on
brown skin. The first of many more
performances of the night blew the
audience away, but I'm not listening to
any of that clatter. Instead, the chanjra
on my ankles, the bindya on my forehead, the kangana on my wrists, and
the chana choli on my body glisten, and
with the words 'Aaja Nachle, nachle
mere yaar tu nachle, ub to luta deh
bazaar," I float into an endless sea of
musical notes.
Pooja Shah is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Have something, to say?
Contact us at
editor@bcheights.com
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Six ways
to win

Seniors shine in
Beanpot opener
Jake Burg
Heights Staff

By

BOSTON
When asked about the
Beanpot, Boston College assistant captain Ben Smith said he wanted to go out
on top. After Monday night's 6-0 victory
over Harvard, he and his fellow seniors
are one step closer to doingjust that.
"I thought our senior class was outstanding," said BC head coach Jerry York.
"It just really jumped out at me how well
they played."
While it took a complete Eagle effort
to earn the win, the four seniors played a
big hand in the blowout. Smith, captain
Matt Price, and defenseman Carl Sneep
all scored goals, while assistant captain
Matt Lombardi quietly helped lead the
first line. More importantly, the seniors'
scores and assists happened during
important moments in the match-up,
which prevented Harvard from gaining
?

any momentum.

"I thought the last six or seven minutes of the fiwt period we had some great
chances," said Harvard head coach Ted
Donate. "But then in the second period,
they scored the goal right out of the gate,
which hurt."
Scoring that key goal early in the
second period was none other than Price,
off a pass from Sneep. York described
the score as "a huge goal," and it allowed BC to take a commanding lead
in the game by taking the wind out of
Harvard's sails.
Only 18 seconds into the period, with
a four-on-four situation due to late
first-period penalties, Sneep found Price
wide open on the right side of the ice.
Harvard's defense,which looked confused
and slow to the puck all night, didn't react
in time, and Price was able to line up his
shot. He ripped the wrister right past
Harvard goaltender Kyle Richter's glove
side, and the Eagles' lead was stretched
to 2-0.
[BC is] a very good team if you allow
them to free wheel like we did," Donate
said.
Despite coming into the game with
only a .207 conversion on power-play
opportunities, BC made sure to take hold
of the chances that Harvard gave them.
Right from the onset, the Eagles were able
to do just that,recording three of their six
"

Box Score, from AlO

goals on power plays, including their first
score to put them ahead 1-0.
"When you give a team like that 12
power plays," Donato said, "I don't like
anybody's chances."
Just five minutes into the game, Harvard had already been called for two interference penalties. While the Crimson
killed the first, the Eagles refused to be
denied, and a little under six minutes into
the game, Smith struck first.
He skated right in front of Richter,
trying to put home a rebound off a shot by
Steven Whitney, but instead was quickly
shoved to the ice. As Smith fell down,
he was able to nick just enough of the
puck to send it a few feet to an awaiting
Brian Gibbons behind the net. Smith then
recovered, received the quick pass from
Gibbons, and drovethe shot home to put
the Eagles on the board first.
Not to be outdone, Sneep and Lombardi also stepped up for the Eagles.
While Lombardi didn't tally any assists
or goals, he helped dictate the flow of
the game.
"Matt Lombardi is just a really good
physical force for us," York said.
As for Sneep, he continued to have yet
another solid game in what is amounting
to be his best season as an Eagle. He led
all seniors on the night with a goal and
two assists. Sneep also helped captain a
defense that was playing without regulars
Tommy Cross and Patrick Wey, due to

ley, and scorched a wrister past Crimson

goaltenderKyle Richter.
Then, at 8:43, after Richter slid and
fell to his right attempting to save a Steven Whitney drive to the crease, the puck
got by a few Harvard blue-liners, and Pat
Mullane was there to put it in on what was
essentially a wide-open net.
The second period featured 16 shots
on Richter registered by the BC attack,
and on the two goals by the Eagles, there
were hardly any Crimson jerseys near the
source of the shooter. This lamentable
effort by Harvard, although partially due
topoor decisions by the defensemen, was
definitely correlated to BC's speed and
ability to move the puck around quickly
and efficiently. Multiple players assisted
on five of the six Eagle scores.
"I think we are quick as a group ofplayers, and we play a very up-tempo game,"
York said. "But we are only as quick as the
puck moves. I thought we moved the puck
very well tonight and had quick tempo to
our game."
Near the end of the match, Harvard's
frustration at BC's dominance showed.
The Crimson got dirty and managed
to commit nine penalties for a total of
34 minutes in the third period alone,
including two 10-minute misconducts.
The Eagles received six power-play opportunities as a result, and their special
teams converted.
On a five-on-three advantage, Joe
Whitney somewhat whiffed a slapshot that
trickled its way into the crease, but Cam
Atkinson grabbed the puck and threw a
neat no-look pass toward the net, where
Brian Gibbons connected at 13:05.
Just a minute later, still with a man

injuries.

The result was more playing time
for Sneep, sophomore Edwin Shea, and
freshmen Brian Dumoulin and Philip
Samuelsson. Walk-ons Patch Alber and
Malcolm Lyles played sparingly. Regardless of the required extraminutes for the
four players, the Eagles defense held
strong, as did goaltender John Muse,
creating the 6-0 shutout.
"It was one of those nights where we
really weren't able to get much going,"
Donato said. "They did a good job getting
it out of the zone."
Up 3-0 heading into the third period, the Harvard defense broke down
even more. Frustrations became quite
evident, as both Daniel Moriarty and
Ryan Grimshaw were assessed 10-minute
misconducts.
The seniors simply continued to do
what they do best, and both Smith and
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Matt Price was one of four seniors who has the Eagles competing for another Beanpot title.
Sneep recorded assists on the Eagles'
fourth and fifth goals. Then, with under
six minutes to play and almost from the
blue line, Sneep received a pass from
Shea and proceeded to snipe a shot right
past Richter.
"It was evident to me watching their
play, that these four seniors were really
instrumental in the win," York said.
Now they must prepare to face a

Boston University squad that has beaten
them in their past two match-ups. The
last time the rivals squared off against
one another in the Beanpot championship was in 2007, when the seniors were
freshmen. The Terriers came away with a
2-1 overtime victory that night.
This time around, the seniors will
try to make sure things play out differently.

\u25a0

advantage, Sneep ripped a one-timer
from the left side of the ice off a pass
from Edwin Shea that sneaked past an
unsuspecting Richter.
"When you give a team like that 12
power plays, I don't like anyone's chances," said Harvard coach Ted Dohato.
While Harvard hockey this year has
not provided much to talk about, if BC
continues to play the exceptional way in
which it did Monday, it could turn a faulty
month into the major turning point of the
season.

Then this game will look like more than
just a box score. \u25a0

No. 6 Harvard handles

women's hockey team
By Raychel Kruper
For The Heights

trigger when available.
"With a young team, my kids are trying to make
some perfect plays, where we really just have to
CAMBRIDGE
Most championship-caliber make the hard-fought play," King said. "In that first
teams use experience to find success. Currently, the period I think we had a three-on-one at one point,
Boston College women's hockey squad possesses and we tried to tic-tac-toe it instead of getting to the
more youth than experinet and getting a rebound. But we just keep talking
Harvard
5
ence, and, as a result, has to our kids, we got to get pucks in the net, and try
Boston College 0
been struggling as of late.
and get people there."
This inexperience showed in the first round of
At 8:40 in the third, Harvard began to pull away
the Beanpot, which resulted in a 5-0 loss to No. from the Eagles as Ryabkina addedanother power6 Harvard on Tuesday night at the Bright Hockey play goal, bringing the score to 2-0. Within three
Center in Cambridge.
minutes of this goal, Harvard would go on to add
That being said, head coach Katie King was two more one from Harvard's Josephine Pucci,
not discouraged with the seemingly embarrassing
and another tally from Rayabkina.
result in the tournament the team won last year
The final goal of the game came at 14:09 on a
over Harvard, 1-0.
four-on-four from Ryabkina, yet again, who ended
"I was pretty proud with the way they played,"
the night with four of the five goals scored in the
King said. "We're extremely young, and I think we
game.
played really well."
"I thought ourkids battled pretty hard there for
The game opened with the
two periods. Obviously the
Crimson firing multiple shots
"I thought our
third period was a little hectic
on BC goaltender Corinne
and kind of crazy," King said.
two
pretty
Boyles, who came up with
"There were some penalties
periods. Obviously
some great saves to keep the
and a lot of special teams,
team in the game. The Eagles period
but I thought our kids battled
was a
were outshot 13-6 in the first
hard. Overall, I was proud of
crazy.
were
period, though it came to a
the way my kids played."
conclusion with goose eggs
Boyles, the freshman goalsome penalties
a
on both sides of the scoretender, held the fighting Easpecial teams,
I thought gles in the game for the first
board.
The first frame was a fairly
our
two periods of the contest and
even one, with both teams
served as a stabilizing and reOverall, I was proud
earning a power play and
assuring force in the back.
both teams killing the atway my
played"
Saving 46 of the 51 shots
tempt. Although Harvard
fired against her, Boyles reowned an offensive edge,
corded a career-high number
-Katie King,
BC hung tough and kept the
of saves in the game against
Women's Hockey Head Coach
score tied.
the Crimson.
The second period contin"She played great," King
ued on in the same way, with a barrage of Harvard said. "She's never played a Beanpot before, and
shots and little offensive play on the Eagles' beshe's never experienced any of this. I thought she
half. In this period alone, the Crimson tallied an really did come up with some good saves for us,
astounding 22 shots but managed to slide just one especially in that first period, to get our kids into
past Boyles, who, up until the last 1:24, rejected
the game a little bit and giving them a little bit of a
everything that entered her zone.
breather back there."
The first score of the game came from Harvard's
Despite Boyles' career day, an anemic Eagle ofLiza Ryabkina on a power play. The shot came from fense kept them from sticking with the nationallyHarvard's Anna McDonald on the left side of the ranked Crimson. The loss marked the 11th straight
ice, which Boyles saved but was unable to hold on contest in which BC was unable to secure a win. It
to. The puck bounced back in front of the net, where
is 0-6 in its last six contests, and the Eagles have
Ryabkina was waiting to bury the rebound.
been outscored 26-8 in those losses.
As the game continued in the third period ofplay,
Still searching for the game that can end the losthe lack of offensive attack hindered the Eagles' ing streak, the Eagles must concentrate on an away
chances to mount a comeback and provided the bout with the No. 8 Connecticut Huskies before the
Crimson endless opportunities to control possession consolation game against the Boston University
and extend their lead. Tliroughout the three periods.
Terriers on Tuesday night.
the team totaled just 15 shots on the opposing net
With one Beanpot game under their belts, the
including only three in the final period - looking team will aim to substitute its youth for experience
for the best opportunities instead of pulling the in the next two contests. \u25a0
?
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Thursday, February 4, 2010

Duke will be visting Conte for men's
and women's basketball. Both hockey teams have dates with BU, though
only the men are playing for a title.

EDITORS'

This weekend's action will be highlighted by the most highly anticipated
Super Bowl match-up in a while.

Standings

9

Paul Sulzer

8-2

Maegan O'Rourke

6-4

Zach Wielgus

5-5

Heights staff

5-5

Al Skinner's boys had a chance to change
their season when they played FSU, but
couldn't get it done. Clemson somehow
upset the women's hoops team. Men's
hockey took down Harvard, while the
women lost to the Crimson. Georgetown
throttled Duke in the gameof theweek.
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NFL: New Orleans Saints vs. Indianapolis Colts

Volleyball Hires New Head Coach
By Maegan O'Rourke

Assoc. Sports Editor

Chris Campbell, the former associate head coach at Auburn University, was announced as the new Boston College head volleyball
coach Wednesday, according to Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo.
"Chris Campbell has an outstanding reputation as a player,
coach, and recruiter," DeFilippo said. "We are pleased to welcome him to the BC Athletics family."
Campbell replaces former head coach Andrea Leonard, who
resigned from the program in December. The Eagles ended the
2009 season 12-19 and with a 2-18 record in the ACC.
"I'm very excited. Boston College is a fantastic university in
a fantastic conference in a fantastic city," Campbell said. "That
is a combination that is very exciting and one that can help the
volleyball program become successful on all fronts'."
Campbell joined Auburn's program as the assistant coach in
2008 and was named associate head coach last season. The
Tigers finished fifth in the SEC in 2009, and Campbell served
as both recruiting coordinator and position coach for themiddle

blockers.
Prior to Auburn, Campbell spent six yearsat Northern Arizona
University, where he was an assistant for a year before being
named head coach from 2004 to 2008. Campbell has also
coached at Division II Mississippi College for Women and the
University of Louisiana-Lafayette.

Neutralfans should support New Orleans Sunday
Super Bowl, from AlO

out three-touchdown performances against quality
defenses, and now he has New Orleans within a win
of its first-ever Super Bowl title. Considering how
much that city has been through, it would ahnost feel
criminal to root against them. The team was so bad
in the early '80s that fans called them the "Ain'ts"
and wore paper bags over their heads to games. They
went 20 years without a winning season and over 40
years without a Super Bowl appearance.
Obviously, Katrina put everything in perspective. Winning football games was less important
than repairing the community. But a strange thing
happened. Football became a means ofrepairing

the community. The Louisiana Superdome, after
all, had housed tens of thousands of New Orleans
citizens. It was only fitting, then, that the stadium

later served as a cathartic escape from the reality
of the city in ruins. The Saints unified New Orleans
in the post-Katrina chaos in a way nothing else
could. People could come together and forget the
devastation of their city, even if it was only for one
day a week. That bond between the team and the
fans is deep perhaps the deepest in the NFL
and it's the reason the Superdome is so loud
-

-

every Sunday.

Since the Super Bowl will be played in Miami,
expect the Saints to bring plenty of fans for their
game against the Colts. The Colts, the glamour
team dujour, are about as unlikable as the Saints
are likeable. They've won a Super Bowl recently
(2007), and they're a perennially successful team.
If they win, their fans will be happy and they'll get
a parade through downtown Indianapolis, but it
won't

mean as

much to them

as a Saints

win would

mean to their fans.

Those Colts fans I just mentioned are currently
in a love-hate relationship with their team because
head coach Jim Caldwell decided to forgo a shot
at glory and an undefeated season by playing the
immortal Curtis Painter at quarterback instead of
Manning in the second halfof the team's secondto-last regular season game, when they were 14-0.
Naturally, Painter choked away the lead and the
perfect season, and the fans booed mercilessly. Can
you blame them? How can one support a team that's
afraid of greatness? Even if they didn't go on to win
the Super Bowl, wouldn't the thrill of chasing down
19-0 trump the choice to play it safe by trying to win
the title with two losses on your resume?
Speaking of Manning, I'm a little Peyton-ed
out. He's saturated the market as a pitchman with
his ads for Sprint, DirecTV, Gatorade, Master-

Card, and countless other companies. And that
SportsCenter commercial with Peyton and Eli getting a bit too awkwardly physical for grown men is
more than a little disturbing.
Announcers gush whenever Peyton so much as
completes a pass. He's approaching Favre territory
at this point. Contrary to popular opinion, he's not
perfect.
He does (gasp!) throw incomplete passes and
interceptions. Don't worry, though. Announcers always find a way to shift the blame to someone else.
But enough of Manning and the Colts. The
reasons why the Saints should win are far more
compelling than any storylines revolving around the
Colts. Cue the Louis Armstrong records.
Paul Sulzer is the assistant sports editor of 'The Heights.
He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

Eagles hope for repeat
triumph against Duke
Duke, from AlO
Jackson said.
Jackson, who totals more minutes than anyone
and sits second on the team for points per game
at 13.6, thinks Rakim' Sanders will play a big role
in the offense's success on Saturday. Sanders had
a breakout week in a disappointing season so far,
as he scored 11 points against Clemson and then 17
against Florida State. Sanders missed the first two
games of the season due to suspension, and then
another two weeks immediately following that with
an ankle injury.
To have offensive success, Al Skinner's team
will look to re-establish its dominance in the paint.
"Their size is tough to play against, but we have
guards who can score in the paint," Jackson said.
Duke features 7-1 Brian Zoubek and the 6-10 Plumlee brothers, Miles and Mason. The Eagles struggled
chance,"

with the tall Seminole squad, allowing 36 points in
the paint and 15 offensive rebounds. They will also
need Cortney Dunn to continue his increasingly
strong play on defensein order to neutralize the Blue

Devils' massive bodies down by the basket.
Saturday's game against Duke will mark BC's
third home game in a row, and Jackson says his team
looks forward to playing in front of an expected
sellout crowd. He cited numerous creative signs arid
cheers that he experiencedat Duke's Cameron Indoor Stadium, which generated a noticeably hostile
atmosphere, and looks forward to being back home
at Conte Forum.
"It's going to be great having our crowd behind
us, especially if they get on a run," Jackson said.
"It'llbe easier for us to focus."
The Eagles will need to be focused for all 40
minutes if they hope to empty the bleachers for a
second straight year. \u25a0

New recruits announced
Signing Day, from AlO
who is expected to push incumbent Dave Shinskie
for the starting spot.
"Dave did a great job for us," Spaziani said.
"You can't underestimate what Dave did. But the
job is open. He's only a freshman. We have competition, and we'll see how it goes. Nothing is tattooed
on anyone, at any position."
Rettig, who was an All-American at San Clemente High School, also had an offer from Tennessee
and interest from Southern Cal and Notre Dame
before choosing BC. Although he's a pocket passer
with a strong arm, Rettig is mobile enough to make
a play with his feet if his receivers are covered.
One of those receivers could be Shakim Phillips,
a 6-2,191-pound, four-star recruit from Peterson,
N.J. Phillips was one of the most sought-after
recruits in the class and had offers from over 20
schools, including Georgia, Tennessee, Wisconsin,

and Michigan State. He has elite size, strength,
hands, and route running skills. If he can improve
upon his 4.55 40-time, he couldbe the most lethal
receiver BC has had in a long time.
The defensive recruits are headlined by a pair of

linebackers:Kevin Pierre-Louis and Steele Divitto.
Pierre-Louis was the Gatorade Player of the Year
in Connecticut. He was ranked as the No. 3 player
in Connecticut and the No. 10 outside linebacker
in the country by Riuals. Divitto, who was a second-team All-American as a senior, captained
Don Bosco Prep to a national championship last
season. A 6-2, 214-pound outside linebacker from
Ridgefield, Conn., Divitto won three consecutive
state championships with Don Bosco.
Rounding out the class were quarterback Josh
Bordner, running backs Tahj Kimble and Andre
Williams, wide receivers Alexander Amidon and
Bobby Swigert, tight end Jarrett Darmstatter,
offensive linemen Seth Betancourt, Andy Gallik,
Aaron Kramer, Jaryd Rudolph, Robert Vardaro,
and Harris Williams, defensive lineman Dominic
Appiah, and defensive backs CJ Jones, James McCaffrey, Sean Sylvia, and Dominique Williams.
Rettig, Bordner, and Pierre-Louis enrolled in
January, making them eligible for spring practice.

"We wanted to build this thing with bricks and
mortar - get it so it's lasting," Spaziani said ofthe
program. \u25a0

Head coach Frank Spaziani introduced the 21 recruits Boston College signed to letters of intent after monthsof recruiting

The veteran play of BC's guards, including Mickel Picco (above), will be vital against the athletic Duke Blue Devils.

No. 6 Duke presents 'just
another tough ACC game'
By

Adam Rose

For The Heights
The Boston College women's basketball team
finally got over that pesky hump on Simday when it

beat Miami, 72-64, and head coach Sylvia Crawley's
team looks to continue that momentum when it
takes on No. 6 Duke tonight in Conte Forum. The
Eagles currently hold a 12-10 record with a 3-4
record in conference play.
Duke may arrive at the top of the ACC with a
stellar national ranking, but that does little to phase
the Eagles. "It's just another tough ACC game for
us, and we can't psyche ourselves out because it's
Duke," said guard Brittanny Johnson. Johnson led
the Eagles in Sunday's game with 16 points.
BC will look to control the tempo of the game
against the Blue Devils, whom Crawley describes
as an incredibly fast transition team.
"We'll control the tempo of the game by limiting
our turnovers," she said. Citing smart guard play as
a key to the game, BC will look to veteran guards
Mickel Picco, Jaclyn Thoman, and Johnson to get
the ball inside. In the Miami game, both Picco and
Thoman registered six assists, which they will need
to replicate against Duke.
Additionally, when center Carolyn Swords and
forward Stefanie Murphy get going in the post, it
frees up open shots for outside shooters. "If we
can get Carolyn and Murph going inside and execute our offense, we feel like we'll have a chance,"
Johnson said.
"We're still looking to play inside out," Crawley
said. "We have post players who shoot a high percentage, and our 3-point percentage is better when
we work inside-out." On the season, Swords has

shot 66.2 percent from the field, while Murphy has
hit 49.6 percent of her field goal attempts.
The Eagles have seen more presses used against
them, and it continues to be a point of emphasis in
practice for, the Eagles. Thanks to extensive focus
on countering the press, BC feels far more comfortable facing it. "Our ability to break the press is much
better now," Crawley said.
Duke looks to press often with many different
types of background disruptions. On the season,
Duke has forced 478 turnovers, but has given up
the ball just 367 times. "We've seen all the presses
they're going to throw at us, just never all in the
same game," Crawley said.
On the offensive side of the ball. Duke will look to
its guards Jasmine Thomas, who leads the team in
scoring at roughly 16points per game, and Bridgette
Mitchell, to get its speedy offense going. "They've
got an incredible amount of athleticism with their
guards," Crawley said.
Having recently experiencedlast minute losses
to Virginia and Clemson, Crawley has stressed
having what she calls a "killer instinct" at the end
of games. She saw some of this in the win against
Miami as the Eagles battled back and then held
on to a slim lead to get the victory. "Coming off a
win in such a tough ACC conference is definitely a
morale boost," Johnson said.
As a senior, Johnson has yet to conquer Duke,
and says her team looks forward to taking on its
opponent Thursday night. "I've seen a shift in the
mentality of these players," she said. "We used to
be intimidated by the top teams, but we are seeing
all sorts of things happening in the conference,
so we feel like we can go out and compete with
anybody."

\u25a0
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Six degrees of domination

Boston College had everything working for it in the first round of the Beanpot against Harvard Monday. From a relentlessly speedy offense to stingy goaltending, the Eagles pounded the Crimson on their way to a 6-0 shutout.

Goals scored by six
different players.
Saves made by John

\) \% Muse en route to a

<3*J

n

shutout, BC's first
since 2002.
Points for Brian Gibbons
in five Beanpot games.

-

"

See Box Score, A
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new recruits

Adam Rose

For The Heights

marching in

Paul Sulzer
There's something about theNew
Orleans Saints. Maybe it's their explosive
offense. Maybe it's the way the community
rallied around the team. Maybe it's that
the sinister Peyton Manning is the quarterback of the other team. Whatever the
case may be, I've never wanted a random
team to win the Super Bowl more than the
Saints.
The Saints are fun to watch. They're the
antithesis of the Boston College basketball
team. (Sorry, Al.) They spread the defense
out and attack, attack, attack. They score
almost as much as Vinny Chase from
Entourage. Drew Brees has been putting up
Madden stats for four seasons now with a
rotating cast of receivers. At some point,
someone has to switch the difficulty to AllPro, right?
Maybe not. Brees has kept churning

Last year, a sold-out crowd at Conte Forum streamed
out of the bleachers and rushed the court as the Boston
College men's basketball team downed the No. 6 Duke
Blue Devils for the first time in 24 years. Now No. 10, the
Blue Devils return to the Heights Saturday as the Eagles
seek revenge for a 79-59 loss in Durham on Jan. 13.
In last month's game, the Eagles fought hard in the
first half and managed to go into the locker room facing a mere two-point deficit. The Blue Devils, however,
stormed out of halftime and used a 15-3 run at the
beginning of the second half to expand their lead. BC
never truly looked comfortable, and the game quickly
fell out of its reach.
Reggie Jackson attributed a lack of poise to the
second-half collapse. "We got away from what we were
doing and couldn't fight back," he said.
In that loss, Duke's Nolan Smith scored 24 points,
making him someone the Eagles plan to key on if they
hope to pull out another upset. "We need to do a better
job on Nolan Smith," Jackson said. "We want to keep
them around 30 to 35 percent from the floor and cut
down on their percentages." Duke shot 46.7 percent from
the floor in the first meeting despite only mild success
for Kyle Singler and Jon Scheyer. Singler dominated the
Eagles in last season's meeting, tallying 25 points and
eight rebounds.
BC enters Saturday's game against Duke fresh off a
loss in the final minute to Florida State on Saturday.
That loss marked the second time in three contests that
the Eagles have stumbled in the last minute of play. "It
feels like we've been getting the short end of the stick
lately, and it's another game we're coming off a tough
loss," Jackson said.
Duke, too, will look to rebound from an 89-77 loss
to No. 7 Georgetown. Georgetown's 89 points were the
most the Blue Devils have given up all season, and BC
will aim to correct its offensive woes against a suddenly

Class highlighted by QB
Rettig and WR Phillips
By

Paul Sulzer

Asst. Sports Editor
National Signing Day has taken on a life of its
own in college football culture. Every year, millions
of fans watch their teams sign high school seniors
to binding letters of intent on the first Wednesday
in February.

Jackson said.
Although the loss to the Seminoles dropped BC to
0-5 when it scores less than 60 points in a game, the
Eagles are not desperately trying to score points in
order to win. "Ideally, we'd love to score 80 points, but
if we score 65 plus and play our game, we've got a good

The Boston College edition of Signing Day
played out to significantly less fanfare, as head
coach Frank Spaziani introduced his batch of 21
recruits to the media in the second floor of the
Yawkey Center yesterday. This was Spaziani's first
full recruiting class after taking over the reigns of
the program three weeks before Signing Day last
year. Spaziani said he received all 21 letters of
intent by 10 a.m. yesterday.
The class features 10 players from New England,
including five from Massachusetts. Twenty of the
players were multi-sport athletes in high school,
while 15 played multiple positions in football. Most
importantly, Spaziani said, all 21 played for teams
with winning records in their senior season.
"We're trying to get to the point where whoever
comes in and shows us they can play is a bonus,''
Spaziani said. "But some of these guys are going
to have to play because of the situation."
At the top of the class is Chase Rettig, a 6-3,
201-pound quarterback from Sierra Madre, Calif.,

See Duke, A

See Signing Day, A
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Reggie Jackson celebrates after upsetting No. 6 Duke last year.
porous Duke defense. "They're trying to prove something
on defense, we're trying to prove something on offense,"

9

9

?

11lthe late first period, when the game was still
1-0 contest, Harvard's offensive attack eonsistentlyfrarried the puck into its zone aridfired shots
towarrjftfe'net. BC goaltender John Muse made
a few sprawling saves though, and was able to effectively clear rebound opportunities out of the
crease to hold off Harvard's lone shooting frenzy.
He finished the game with the shutout, the first
one in the Beanpot for an Eagle since 2002.
"I think Johnny Muse was very good in goal,"
said BC head coach Jerry York. "He made some
good saves around the net area. He battled a lot
better tonight in loose puck situations."
Muse didn't have to worry about the lead too
much longer, though. Eighteen seconds into the
secondframe, Price took a pass from Carl Sneep,
skated around Harvard defenseman Chris Huxa

Blue Devils return to Conte BC unveils

When the
Saints go

See Super Bowl, A

BOSTON
A brief glance at the box score
from Monday night's men's hockey match-up in
the Beanpot between
No. 14 Boston College
Harvard
0
and Harvard probably
provided little excitement for most Eagle fans. A
6-0 victory over a 5-12-3 team for a squad ofBC's
caliber is seemingly nothing spectacular, and the
Eagles made their way to the Beanpot Finals yet
again for the 29th time to be exact.
But BC didn't just beat some pushover team.
Although Harvard's overall record seems abysmal,
lately the Crimson has stepped up its play, and
entered the tourney on a 3-1-1 tear over its last
five games. The Eagles, meanwhile, who had won
10 games before winter break, found themselves

in the midst of a 3-5 January skid.
BC was heavily favored,but away from the cozy
confines of Kelley Rink and under the na|iqnal,
spotlight of the TD Garden, where just one year
ago BC was mauled, 6-1, by Northeastern irt the
opening round, this game was more difficult than
many perceived it to be.
Standings don't really matter when you get to
these games," said BC captain Matt Price. "When
you get to this Beanpot, everyone plays hard. You
know it's going to be a battle for all 60 minutes.
All the teams know that."
For this game, looking at such basic statistics
as score and record is not enough. The Eagles
devoured the Crimson and provided perhaps
their most complete performance of the year by
utilizing their speed, spectacular goaltending,
and good special teams to frustrate Harvard to
the point of insanity.
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Volleyball Hires New Head Coach

Chris Campbell was announced as the new Boston
College head volleyball coach Wednesday.
A

9
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Women Shut Out In Beanpot
The women's hockey is winless in its last 11
games after falling to Harvard, 5-0
A
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+Editor's Corner
Some
newfound
VIDEOS ON THE VERGE
respect

ARTS EVENTS CALENDAR
We're all here at Boston College, away

|k from the homes in which we grew up and
Al made childhood memories, with noth-

ing but phone calls, video chats, and
the occasional use of Google maps to
\u25a0 remind us of where we come from.
Well, all of those things plus the
I media, which, fortunately for the
homesick, frequently parodies and
deals with serious issues in family
life. From the beginning of our modV ern era, with TV hits such as / Love
B Lucy to reality shows such as Nanny
911, domestic life has been a fixture
of American culture. Through the sibling
rivalry of "Charlie Bit My Finger," a fake
Y infomercial for a live-in closet organizer,
and the haunting music video reflecting the
loss of a family member, all of these videos deal
with some aspect of home life.
Check out this week's top three videos:
'

I

41

Kristen House

anomalies appear in the mind of a
pop-culture consumer. You're
Every

once in

a while,

WITH WILL WATKINS

rolling merrily along, dropping
Snooki references galore, debating the plusses and minuses of the
Na'vi running around in Avatar,
and then something happens. For
me, one particular anomaly was
unleashed by my snap decision
to rent Ghost over winter break.
Initially, I was feeling nostalgic.
I was missing that golden-haired
boy, Patrick Swayze, in all his
glory, and I craved his earnest
eyes and pearlescent smile to give
me a good two hours of time well-
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Kristen House is the Arts & Review editor for The Heights. She can be reached
at arts@bcheishts.com.
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Closet Organizer. Ever feel tike the actors in
infomercials would be better served by common sense as opposed to a product for only
$9.95 plus shipping and handling? If so, the "Closet
Organizer" skit from the most recent episode of SNL is
for you. It asks, "Are you way too stupid to keep your
closet clean?" and then goes on to advertise a man in
a blue suit who lives in your closet and keeps it all organized, even if you throw marbles or water at him. It
makes for a great parody. Available on www.hutu.com.
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Local Natives, "Airplanes." This beautifully shot music video about the loss of one's
mother, from LA. indie rock up-and-comers
Local Natives, is an exercise in stop-motion photography. Rather than just for the sake of a cool effect,
the stop-motion conveys the sadness and sense of
haunting that is present in the music. The pacing of
the action and lighting of the scenes perfectly fit the
song's mood, making the repeated cry of "I want you
back" all the more powerful. The song will remind
the listener of Arcade Fire, and the video of Michel
Gondry. Available on www.pitchfork.com.

Tube Knows
Best pt. II

BC TUBE

Yesterday

would've been Norman Rockwell's 105th birthday. Rockwell gained
fame for his all-American illustrations
and photos, becoming a cultural icon and
household name for his quaint pictorials in the
Saturday Evening Post. He captured the essence
of the American family in the era of sock hops,
Eisenhower, and Boys' Life. I can only imagine how he'd deal with a culture that values hot
sisters, whiny fathers, fiercely snobby grandmothers, and incestuous cousins.
In last week's Tube, we glossed over the perfect television families of the past, pristine
and chockful of saccharine sweetness..lf we fast forward roughly 40 years, the television
family is alive and well but living under vastly different conditions. Where values and morality once took precedence, crude eccentricities and newfangled love now reign supreme.
The new television family is real, warts (and hook hands) and all.
The change occurred around the early 70s with the premiere of All in the Family, a show
about the fictional foibles of the rowdy Bunker clan. The patriarchal protagonist, Archie
Bunker, defies the original notion of television husbands and fathers. He was motivated by
personal gain, openly bigoted, and blue collar. The women in his life, wife Edith and daughter Gloria, fail at cooking and live with constant naivete. Archie and his son-in-law Michael
face the generation gap head on, battling against one another on issues like abortion and
Vietnam. Archie longed for the days of the Cleavers and the Petries, but, in reality, he began
the trend for the modern family. Most families have their deep-seated issues in politics and
bigotry. Their greatest concern isn't always who broke the window with a baseball.
The television family progressed in such a.manner until it was, for lack of a betterexpression, white trash and loving it. Roseanne hit the scene in the late '80s and changed the face
of matriarchy. Here was a strictly working class family in Illinois struggling to make ends
meet, but where it differed was in the head of household tough talking, brusque Roseanne
Conner. Roseanne didn't take any sass from anyone, especially not from
her husband, Dan.
The Conner family knew it wasn't the brightest, richest, or most attractive of families,
but that self-awareness is what made them lovable. They dealt with issues familiar to the
public but taboo to broadcast culture, like birth control and marijuana. While the proceedings where undoubtedly comical, more often than not, one empathized with the plight of
the Conners as they became a familial touchstone.
Roseanne was a rare breed, though. While she ruled the roost, men still claimed the
throne in the household. As essentially every sitcom from the '90s has shown, though, they
struggled. Oh, did they struggle. Ray Barone, Doug Heffernan, Paul Buchman, all portrayals
of lazy, but still somehow endearing, husbandry. Their whining, needy
demeanors made
them mama's boys for life, with their intrusive mothers and similarly minded fathers always
living nearby. In most cases, the headstrong, long-suffering, and unusually attractive wife
took the reigns and made it all work out for the best. Sure, it's formulaic, but it obviously
has mass appeal.
For a while, it seemed as though the progression of sitcom families had come to an end.
What other ways could they be characterized? Enter the Bluths. The truly memorable
family
of Arrested Development creates an absurd, dysfunctional, and
hilarious family. While it's
impossible to begin to psychoanalyze this family dynamic, it's probably best to
reference
the relationship, blood and otherwise, between cousins George Michael and
Maeby. While
wholly original, Arrested Development gave a twist to the expression "kissin' cousins."'Any
show that can get the viewer to root for the union of les cousins
dangereux deserves props.
The Bluths are unlike any televised family because despite their wackiness, you can still
catch glimpses of their love for one another. And really, in our journey through television
and family, it's love that remains the one constant.
Capture that, Mr. Rockwell.
-

Darren Ranck is a Heights editor. He can be reached

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

TCHAICOVSKY PIANO TRIO
Gasson 100, 4:15 p.m.

KILLSWITCH ENGAGE
House of Blues, 6:30 p.m.

THE LIVING WALL
O'Neill Library

AMY FAIRCHILD
Toad, 7 p.m.

FRENCH FILM SHOWING
Higgins 300, 7 p.m.

ASSEMBLY OF DUST
Harper's Ferry, 8 p.m.

CONSERVATION HISTORY
Burns Library

MIGHTY MYSTIC
House of Blues, 8 p:m.
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Charlie Bit My Finger Autotune. So by now
we have all seen Charlie bite the finger of his
older brother and the ensuing hilarity, but did
anybody know that the older brother was a musical genius? Well, maybe not, since to say that would
be to imply that T-Pain is also a musical genius, but
somewhereout there is a very talented fan with some
autotune software that turned this viral hit into a
surprisingly catchy but equally funny song. Maybe next
we'll get "David After Dentist" with some psychedelic
background music. Available on www.youtube.com.

spent.

By the time Swayze's Sam
Brown was walking into the light
at the end of the movie, though,
I was utterly preoccupied by one
Miss Oda Mae Brown. Had Whoopi
Goldberg always been this captivating of an actress? This is the
role for which Goldberg won an
Oscar for Best Supporting Actress,
and it's clear why. She plays a psychic whose powers are essentially
a hoax until Swayze's character
finally cuts through the crap and
makes a bona fide connection with
Oda Mae from the other realm.
Oda Mae is forced to tie up many
of the loose ends that Sam's
murder left behind, and she does
so with a considerable amount of
attitude. She's a bundle of energy
and sass, a true card, to put it in
terms of a 19505' movie critique.
I wasn't aware that she could be
so charming and nuanced in her
humor.
Then, in the strange cosmic
way that life always works out, I
turned on TNT and found a rerun
of Sister Act. Goldberg's Sister
Mary Clarence (the famed singer
Deloris Van Cartier undercover)
was oddly captivating. She not
only motivates the kids to get
in touch with their inner gospel
divas, but she also had me singing "Oh, Happy Day" for a solid
week. Goldberg is one of the few
actresses that could play a psychic
and an undercover nun and not
manage to let a speck of corniness
into the part. This is, perhaps, her
m.0.: She doesn't parade around
with a sense of entitlement that
says, "I'm so hot and worth it that
any magazine would be begging
for me to do a photo shoot in
nothing but Vaseline" (hem, hem,
Megan Fox). She takes her job
as seriously as other Hollywood
starlets take their looks. Maybe
that's why Sister Act II was one of
the few sequels that I can actually
sit through.
She's undeniably gifted in the
comedy realm as well. Her blinkand-you'll-miss-it guest appearance on 30 Rock as the person who
took over the Tracy Jordan Meat
Machine was genius. She later
returned as the resident EGOT
(a winner of an Emmy, Grammy,
Oscar, and Tony), smacking down
Tracy's feeble attempt to physically steal her awards. There is an
effortlessness in the way she can
execute a joke that few have been
able to duplicate.
An entire column has gone by
and I've spent it talking about
my newly discovered adoration of
Whoopv Goldberg. But my overarching point is not even about
Ms. Goldberg at all. I'm not commanding you to watch The View
every day and fish out obscure
Whoopi movies. Rather, keep your
eyes open for those performers
who you undervalue for whatever
reason. Maybe it's someone who
has been in your face publicly for
ages (like Goldberg has been for
me) but has become a blind spot,
in a strange phenomena known
as apathy. Your epiphany may
come in the visage of an Antonio
Banderas or Sean Penn. All that
matters is that you find something
exciting that isn't quite hot out of
the media oven. The best kind of
discovery can be re-discovery. As
for me, I'll keep anticipating the
new Whoopi movie Earthbound, in
which she plays none other than
the inimitable God.
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ASIAN JOURNEYS

TEA LEAF GREEN

McMullen Museum

Paradise Rock Club, 8 p.m.

TWO CENTURIES OF FAITH
O'Neill Library

DIRT MALL
Great Scott, 9 p.m.

FRENCH FILM SHOWING
Higgins 300, 2 p.m.

RESCUE AURORA
Church of Boston, 8 p.m.

ORDINARY PEOPLE
McGuinn Basement

SHONDES
Great Scott, 9 p.m.

Chris Dewey's
Curious childhood:
The glorious toys of yore
ties in the real world. That last
part is not even said in jest in
order to be a good Tamagatchi
parent, you more or less had to
pay attention to the stupid thing
at all times, or else it would die.
Not surprisingly, this toy was distracting enough to get banned
from most schools.
By far, the most pervasive fad
of our elementary school years
was the Beanie Babies craze.
Boys and girls alike would buy
these bean-stuffed animals in
droves, usually at a price around
$5. However, this trend also
captivated some adult collectors who would seek out these
toys regularly. According to
-

Chris Dewey

What were your most treasured toys growing up? Did you
play with dolls or action figures
(a.k.a. dolls for boys)? Maybe
you were into trucks. Perhaps
you played outside and used
your imagination, whatever
that is. Unless you were one of *
those dorks who read a lot (like I
was), then you most likely spent
a good deal of time with items
that your parents purchased at
your request. While there were a
wide variety of toys available for
children of our generation, some
products were immensely more
popular than others, in effect
creating fads that took elementary schools by storm.
The first real fad that I can
remember participating in was
Pog collecting around the time
of first grade. Pogs were thin
cardboard circles with a variety
of images pasted on one side.
For those who played the actual
game, these cardboard disks
were stacked in large piles on
which players would throw a
thicker plastic disk, known as
a slammer, to try and topple as
many Pogs as possible. If played
seriously, the player who threw
the slammer would get to keep
any Pogs that landed image side
up. Parents and teachers soon
realized that this was virtually
gambling for children, resulting
in the banning of these products
from schools. Nevertheless, the
toys remained popular for a few
years, with some companies even
marketing machines that allowed
you to make your own Pogs.
I'm also assuming many of
you owned a Tamagatchi or some
sort of "virtual pet" at one point
in your childhood. Nearly as
lame as a pet rock, the Tamagatchi was more or less a palmsized video game that required
you to take care of a pixilated
creature by feeding it, cleaning
up after it, healing it when it
was sick, and neglecting all of
your friends and responsibili-

some knowledgeable folk (read:

know-it-all nine-year-olds), the
toys were worthless for collectors once the tag, a red heart
with the word "Ty" in the center,
was removed. McDonald's was
quick to pick up this fad and
soon began marketing mini
Beanie Babies. While possibly
not banned in all schools, Beanie
Babies were outlawed at my
school once someone launched
one catapult-style into another
student's face during recess
time. I'm sure by now you've
discovered a common fate for
these popular items.
These are only a few of the
numerous fads that managed
to captivate our young, eager,
capitalist minds during childhood. Other more embarrassing
collectables existed (i.e. Furbies
and Pokemon cards) that are
hardly worth a lengthy mentioning here. While it would be
easy to write all of these trends
off as silly childhood fascinations, there are plenty of other
commercial, albeit "grown-up,"
items that people are attracted
to due to their pervasiveness.
.
Though some might counter that
these products are more productive, Ugg boots, Blackberries,
and iPods could very easily fall
into-the same kind of classification. Sometimes it appears that
we haven't grown out of our
old habits as much aswe may
believe.
Chris Dewey is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at

arts@bcheishts.com.
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STOP
DIGITAL MUSIC.

3

30 MOVIES. E-READERS

AND TECHNOLOGY'S PERVASION OF ART

By Zak Jason
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

In

all honesty, how does one "Wake
up in the morning feeling like P.
Diddy?" To what extent can a 22year-old Califomian suburbanite
empathize with Sean "Puff Daddy"
Combs, a 40-year-old record executive worth the GNP of a half-dozen
countries, who grew up in the Harlem
projects pushing drugs? What does feeling like P. Diddy entail? Kesha opts not
to answer, only asserting, "Grab my
glasses. I'm out the door. I'm gonna hit
the city." She's a go-getter. But then she
does something only a pop starlet can
do
"Before I leave, brush my teeth
with a bottle of Jack." What does that
achieve? Certainly nothing hygienic, and
seemingly no other biological goal. Unless we're missing something brushing
her teeth with a bottle of Jack Daniels
only gives her the opportunity to brag
about brushing her teeth with a bottle
of Jack Daniels. But who cares, "because when I leave for the night I ain't
coming back." Wouldn't you want to
rest at home for a while until you figured out why you felt like a '90s hip-hop
sensation? You just scrubbed your teeth
with whiskey, wouldn't you want to
think for a moment before you decided
to flee town for good? Who holds the
answer to such contradictions?
The overwhelming majority of the
American public, apparently. For the
sixth week in a row, emerging trastv
pop firecracker Kesha's single, "TiK
ToK," has hailed atop the Billboard
charts as the most popular song in
America. It's a song about, among
other things, getting pedicures (on
your toes), law enforcement, and men
who resemble Mick Jagger. Since Halloween, this synth-soaked party jam
has buzzed incessantly through the
airwaves and sold millions of digital
downloads. Most of the people in the
country either leave the whirlwind
lyrics unquestioned or they automatically understand the answers.
So if everyone embraces and comprehends Kesha's inane logic, there's
no use digging into it. What remains
then, is how such rationale captured
the Zeitgeist of 2010. How did "TiK
-

ToK" come to channel the heart of the

nation? What caused lines like, "Ain't
got a care in the world / But got
plenty of beer," to mark the anthem
of
the new decade, alleg\ \ f\ edly the most liter-

«A

ate, technologically advanced, and
accelerated time of human history so
far? The technology itself.

artists. They support themselves by
stealing music for free.
But on a medium as expansive and easy
as the Internet, that's inevitable. And
Ned Ludd and his cronies as immoral as pirating music is, if it
set flame to mechanized looms
weren't for its availability, dozens of
in 1811, humanity has cast struggling bands would never alight
roughly just as many arguments on the radar. Without free downloads,
against technology as it has in artists like Vampire Weekend, Band of
its support for Thoreau's Walden, WilHorses, Fall Out Boy, and Justin Bieber
liam Wordsworth, Allan Bloom's The would remain in their hometowns strivClosing of The American Mind, The ing to scrape by. The digital onslaught
Joy of Painting, and so on. But thanks has expanded our tastes, at least.
to the cotton gin, N.A.S.A., the Push
But beyond the cheapening of the
Pop, griddles, the Internet, iTunes, the listener, digital music has cheapened
Kindle, and Stephen Hawking, history the listening experience. Mp3's comhas ultimately sided with technology. press sound into the smallest format
History has rendered the Luddite into possible, shrinking the range of highs
a lowly and laughable oaf of society, and lows and zapping certain sounds
residing in the realm of NASCAR fanatics altogether. When you buy Kanye West's
and World of WarGraduation in the
craft drones. Most History has rendered convenience of your
schools will teach the Luddite Into a lowly living room on iTunes,
multiple arguments
sacrifice hearing
laughable oaf of so- you
against technology, and
the skeleton-shaking
and most people ciety, residing In the bass on tracks like
will even agree with realm of NASCAR fanatics "Stronger" and "The
their rationales, but
Good Life." When
only an unregistered and World
you download the
fraction do anything drones.
songs of American
about it. Since the
Idol contestants or
Luddite movement, critics have said
the Glee soundtrack, the quivering
that technology belittles God or society vibrato and the soul-stirring high notes
as a whole or in our minds. But there become lost in translation. Even on
are also more subtle things at stake. As Kesha's "TiK ToK," the crisp fuzz of the
seen in the otherwise inexplicable rise synthesizer cannot fit into the compact
of Kesha, technology withers art.
file. On digital downloads, all thework
the artist and the producer spent on
2000, when N'Sync released No illuminating their music dims. All the
Strings Attached, the public bought creative spirit and will artists take
2.4 million copies of the CD in the to make their work distinguished and
first week. In one week in June last awe-inspiring gets tarnished on digital
year, the combined sales of every transfer. All music enters an equal and
album in the Billboard Top 200 totaled
limited wall of sound. iTunes is comless than 2.4 million. In a decade, the munist.
music industry flattened from an alltime high to a record low. Who can
have been shooting
we blame? iTunes (along with Napster,
in digital for years, but now
Kazaa, Pitchfork, You Tube, and all that
technology has seeped into
follows). Just as the record industry
the film's engine: the projeccrumbled, digital companies began
tor. Watching 3D movies used
erecting an empire that seemed to into be a pastime of this generation,
vade a new country each week. For the recalling elementary school trips to
majority of the decade, iTunes and iPod
IMAX and Omni theaters to watch Nasales rose on exponential curves. Still,
tional Geographic flicks. Today the 3D
according to a 2008 Reuters report, projector has produced the best sell95 percent of digital downloads (over ing motion picture of all time, Avatar.
40 billion files) are gained illegally.
And the Na'vi are just the frontrunners
So »ona base level, the advancein an impending stampede of 3D
>* movies. In the next two years
me nt N. of technology in music has
cheap- \ened the patron of music.
the film industry will release an
jS
Thanks to \. digital media, many
onslaught of sequels in 3D: Friday
listeners no \longer support jr
the 13th, Jackass 3, Ghostbusters

Since

of Warcraft

In

Filmmakers

,

>

Tron, and even Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows. 3D is hovel and
exciting (in the way that Pop Rocks
are novel and exciting), but it's a tried
and true trick. When producers begin
rendering classics into pop-up versions
of themselves, they damage the films
themselves, the original films they're
remaking, and they insult the art form
as a whole.
And now, for the first time since
Johannes Guttenberg pressed a Bible,
technology has finally clenched its
bulging hands around the throat of
books. Just two weeks ago The Heights
published an article praising the merits
of the Kindle. Digital readers are pretty
awe-inspiring; a library of books stuffed
into a plastic-lined, quarter-inch thick
frame
it's an environmentalist's
dream. But as eco-friendly, mobile, and
seductive as these eßeaders are, their
capabilities deride the reading experience. On top of the catalog capacities,
most eßeaders include the Internet.
With a book, the reader's only stimulus is the written word. But with the
\u25a0e-Reader, infinite stimuli blare out for
a moment's attention. The promotional
video for Apple's new iPad even features
a user surfing Facebook. It's as if the
makers of the eßeader want you to do
things other than read.
///,

-

Joyce

Carol Oates once said,
"The effort of art is to slow
the rapid motion, to bring it to
a halt so that it can be seen,
known." In our intoxicatingly
accelerated culture, much of art does
the exact opposite: digital music and
3D movies and eßeaders only make life
more rapid.

Between pixilated aliens encompassing us, stolen music flooding us,
and a free-for-all bloodbath of stimuli
competing for a moment's attention
(and all of it stored in our pockets), we
begin to feel a little bit like P. Diddy.
But maybe Kesha herself can help us
Out. In an interview with Rolling Stone
in February 2010, Kesha said, "Society had taught us to suppress certain
things, but if I want to do something,
I let the animal inside take over. Who
cares? Crazy people are what keeps life
interesting." What Kesha Sebert means
by crazy people, by animal insides, is
returning to nature. And that includes
enjoying art in their original forms.
Let's heed Kesha's advice, so that she
may never have a single again.

The
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Chronicles of Campus Fashion
By

Jordan Mendoza
For The Heights
Although I had planned on chastising campus menswear
as much as I did in last week's women's wear censure, I now
realize the error of my ways. Between the innumerable variations of "elitist" and "prick," I've come to learn that people
don't really like being confronted about their "way they
choose to dress" or their "personal choices." So, I'm sorry.
To make amends, for this article, I'll take a break from the
condemnations. Besides, criticizing how men dress at Boston
College is kind of like kicking one of those really slow and
obese (Squirrels we see in the spring. It's too easy.
Anyway, on to trends: As much as people are tired of
winter, I think people are just as tired of the "lumberjack
chic" look that pervaded this season's menswear. As Michael
Williams of "A Continuous Lean" (blogging poster boy for

Americana style) said in T Magazine, "Some of this Americana stuff has been exhausted, and it's not fun anymore I
don't want to wear buffalo plaid anymore." I wholeheartedly
agree. So, gentlemen, as fun as it was, I hereby mark the end
of plaid's hold on menswear. Boy, did those shirts make us
feel slightly more rugged.
Luckily for the mensch, menswear is much less defined
by trends than it is by comforting classic rules. Attending a
high school with a dress code (tucked in shirt, belted khakis),
this code became the uniform on which I based my entire
wardrobe. I loved having an excuse to dress beyond my age
beyond the baggy jeans, sweats, and hideous athletic wear
typically sported by my peers.
Coming to BC, I did feel really displeased, maybe even
disgusted, with the amount of sloppiness in which the guys
manage to schlep around. I felt the urge to hand out detention slips to these up-to-no-good punks for breaking my deepseated dress code. But I shouldn't have been so cynical. The
men who dress well here dress far better (and more boldly)
than their high school equivalents. College must have just
widened the gap. I think I might take a break from creeping next week to bring you something a little different. Stay
tuned and let the following gentlemen teach you a lesson.
...

Jordan Mendoza is a Heights contributor. He can be reached
comment at arts@bcheishts.com.
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On Eyasu: Eyasu embodies a nice compromise
between a classic and modern appeal. He pulls
off a double-breasted tweed bomber as if it were
a plain navy pea coat, and while the trapper cap
is a staple for all those with cold heads, he sports
his with a modern crop and adds little brown
toggles. I'm a fan of the subtle cuff as well, but
the midnight blue sneaker/boat shoe hybrid from
Generic Surplus compelled me the most. How cool

JustCTaont

Desrt:

To harken back to our SAT days, one may say
that panna cotta is to Italy as creme brulee is
to France. They both have a similar, indulgently
creamy texture and are an equally innovative
base for your own experimentation.
When writing the creme brulee recipe for The
Heights, I mentioned the ability zest has to add
a new dimension to bland blank slates. In several
other recipes I have discussed the use of extracts
on cookies. Fruit is another ingredient to add to
this list. It is important to know the difference
between these ingredients, all of which you could
add to make your own version of this panna cotta
recipe. Zest gives a powerful flavor while keeping
the consistency of your original dish, making the
panna cotta still creamy, but adding the smell
and taste of lemon. Extracts are cheap ways of
getting a hint of flavor through. They are best
for cookies and cakes, where they add to a base
and are not at center stage, but can still be used
in other dishes where they would be forced to
be more obvious.
Unlike zest and extracts, fruit will become
part of a pairing. You can take a bite and not
get fruit panna cotta in one taste, but instead
the flavors play off of each other, one enhanc-

Ingrediants

cream
1/3 cup honey

tablespoon
sugar
Pinch of salt
2 cups assorted
berries (optional)
1

On Jeff: This marks Mr. Kratz's second
appearance in this column, and for good reason.
Amid a sea of black and navy, Jeff sticks out
like a well-bandaged sore thumb: bright yellow
corduroys offset by an all-brown top half: a
herringbone coat and shawl collar pullover. What
really makes Jeff a standout beyond the clothing
is his ability to play it down he looks just as
comfortable as the guy next to him.
-

BITE of Boston

By Kara Kaminski
Heights Senior Staff

2 cups whole
milk
2 packets un
flavored, powdered gelatin
2 cups heavy

On Gabriel: This evokedfor me a fantastic nautical
vibe. With the tufts of blond hair protruding out
of thered skull cap and the bold blue pants cooly
tucked into those white sneaks, I could have sworn
it was Kingsly Zissou. However, the classic toggle
coat and perfect fit keep this from approaching
"Wes Anderson film convention."

ing the other. For this recipe, I chose this path.
For frozen berries (by far the cheapest choice),
I would plop them in the bottom of your glass
of still hot panna cotta. The cream will heat
the berries, and you can dig down for the fruit
like a chobani yogurt cup. Just make sure you
choose a shallow dish rather than a tall one, or
else you'll be digging for quite some time before
you get to the prize at the bottom. With fresh
fruit, it is best served on top with plenty to add
along the way.
Another important lesson to take from panna
cotta is that it can balance texture for your own
palate. I enjoy the balance of two cups of cream
to two cups of milk creamy, yet not overwhelming. For my first batch I used three cups of cream
to one cup of milk. It was quite the winner with
my roommate, who ate the majority of that
batch, but too much for me. Just as you may
have the preference for whole or fat-free milk,
you will have your own preference of creaminess
in your panna cotta.
Panna cotta is a convenient alternative for
those who love creme brulee but may not want
to go through the pain of a water bath and broiling. It is also a learning tool to mix and match
flavors and is great for a new cook looking to
take his or her skills to the next level by trying
out new ideas.

.

vs.

Men Tei
66 Hereford St
Boston, MA 02115
(617)425-0066

-

Cooking Instructions:
Pour milk and gelatin into a small bowl, letting the mix stand
for five minutes to soften the gelatin
2. Pour the milk and gelatin mixture into a saucepan and stir
until the gelatin dissolves completely, about five minutes. Be
careful to not let the milk boil.
3. Add the cream, honey, sugar, and salt, and stir until the
sugar dissolves and the mixture is thoroughly heated, about
eight minutes.
4. Remove from heat
5. Pour mixture into six separate portions in glassware of your
choice.
6. Allow the glassware and mixture to cool before refrigeration
so that the glass does not crack. Refrigerate overnight or at
least for six hours.
7. Top with choice of berries and serve.
1

Ken's Ramen House
1 Brighton Ave
(at Malvern St)
Allston, MA 02134
(617) 254-5524

Who prevails in the Japanese ramen battle?
By Jenny

could have applied the Same reverence to my
experienceas the characters in Tampopo did to
theirs. Unfortunately, despite my being completely starved before eating there, and having
lowered my standards in my desperation to fill
my ramen void, Ken's Ramen House did not even
surpass the $3 ramen in the Japanese university

Liu

For The Heights
The master sagely directs, "First, observe
the whole bowl. Savor the aroma, jewels of
fat glistening on the surface, shjnachiku roots
shining, seaweed slowly sinking, spring onions
floating. Concentrate on the three pork slices.
hey play the key role but stay modestly hidden,
hen poke the pork."
"Eat the pork first?" the disciple asked,

I

The bowls of ramen ranged from $7 to $9,
with the standard shoyu, shio, or miso-flavored
broth. I ordered the miso ramen with noodles

ewildered.,

"No. Just touch it. Caress it with the choptick tips. What's important here is to apologize
D the pork by saying, 'See you soon."'
That was the most famous bit of dialogue
\u25a0om the 1985 Japanese movie, Tampopo. Since
s release, hundreds of new noodle shop ownrs have claimed to be deeply inspired by this
lassie film, and just as many have named their
ramen joints after Tampopo. The ramen culture
extends far beyond the packs of cardboard and
powder that turn into a nutrition-less meal
familiar to most college students. Like the
discussion on where the best burger can be
found, where the best ramen can be found is a
passionately debated topic.
When I think about the criteria for a good
ramen joint, I think about the many bowls of
noodles I have consumed in ramen lover's paradise, Tokyo. Ramen in Tokyo is available in many
different styles, from Hokkaido in the north, to
Kyushu in the south. However, despite the subtle
and varied differences between the styles, there
are essentially three components by which ramen can be judged: the texture of the noodle,
the taste of the broth, and the quality of the
toppings. Although, in the end, you do not need
to be a professional food critic to instinctively
whether or not the ramen tastes good.
Unlike Tokyo, where ramen bars are as abunant as Starbucks is in America, Boston has less
than a handful. I decided to eat at the two most
talked about places in this ramen-deprived city
Ken's Ramen House at Packard's Corner on the
B line, and Men Tei, near the Hynes Convention
Center.
I wish I could say that with one bite of "The
Sapporo" miso ramen at Ken's Ramen House,
my palate was awash in nostalgia memories \
of sitting on a tiny stool in a little shack under
the rumbling Japan Rail tracks with a bowl the
size ofmy face, slurping up al dente noodles,
sipping on the extremely hot broth speckled
with tender cubes of pork and pork fat, and biting down on the slivers of bamboo shoots, crisp
and saturated with umami. wish so badly that
could say that yes, Ken's Ramen House, raved by
the denizens of the Internet forums, is a place
where every ramen enthusiast can ascend into
a noodle nirvana and immerse themselves in a
single-minded, loud, blissful slurping. wish

\u25a0know

imported from Sapporo. Despite paying that
additional premium for what should have been
superior noodles, they were slightly mushy, as
though they had not been properly dried off and
were left to soak for a second too long in the

pot. The broth was so weak and one-dimensional
that the chefs might as well have just added
miso paste to boiled water. To make matters
worse, the slices of roasted pork were cold and
dry. Sadly, even the gyoza (pork and cabbage
dumplings) was not worth the calories.
The quality of ramen at Men Tei fared slightly
better in that the noodles were firmer and the
broth more complex, but there is still much
room for improvement. The tonkatsu ramen was
served with a breaded pork cutlet on top of the
noodle, and was drizzled with a savory, tangy
sauce, appropriately called "tonkatsu sauce."
I reveled in a small victory when I bit into the
tonkatsu, and it maintained its crunchy exterior
while revealing a juicy interior. This elevated
the otherwisemediocre ramen. It would be
great ramen if you like bean sprouts with a side
of noodles; the bottom of the bowl looked like a
grave wherebean sprouts go to die.
In the epic Boston battle for the title of best
ramen joint, Men Tei wins this round, but it
could be attributed to an off-day for Ken's. Until
a new contender introduces its bowl of perfectly
balanced noodles, broth, and toppings, I will be
here in my corner, eating noodlesfrom other
parts of Asia to distract myself from my lust for
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Getting to the point-

Ken's Ramen House
Transit: Packard's Corner (B Line)
Travel Time: 10 minutes

Affordabiiity: Cheap

Atmosphere: Casual
Food Quality: Poor
Men Tei
Transit: Hynes Convention Ctr.
Travel Time: 30 minutes
Affordabiiity: Cheap
Atmosphere: Casual
Food Quality: Great
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Weezy's Rebirth in the face of prison time
By

Kristen House

viously released single, "Prom Queen," in which
he laments that he "Never'll forget the day she
laughed and walked away." This slower-tempo
By the count of various sources, including Rollelectric guitar jam is curious. Weezy scarred by
ing Stone, Lit Wayne is expected to begin servthe prom queen? Is this really the same man who
ing his eight-month jail sentence
sings "She stole my heart / she
on Feb. 9, meaning his new album Out of a rating
ran away/now I'm heartless
Rebirth will have hit stores just of 10. this
/ so f? her anyway" in "The
one week beforehand. In the same
Price is Wrong"? The songs
month, he'll have had his album album scores
in which Wayne seems beat
reach number one on iTunes, taken
down don't sit well with me. It
part in a stellar Grammy performance with Drake
doesn't fit with the Weezy persona of indubitable
and Eminem, and seen the inside of a jail cell.
suavity. That being said, Lil Wayne's voice sounds
Granted that this seems like it's all in a day's exceedingly slick on this track with its plaintive
work for Wayne and his contemporaries - with synthesis a la T-Pain.
peers like T.I. finding themselves in the clink after
Shining moments of Rebirth come in songs like
similarly successful career runs. Perhaps jail time "Knockout," where Wayne collaborates with Nicki
is similar to running the press circuit something Minaj. Wayne is looking to play dolls in this song,
that has to be done for consistency's sake.
but not in the typical sense. "Hey Barbie are you
In any case, Wayne
into black men? / Hey
puts together a consisBarbie, I can be your
tent effort on his newest
black Ken." From there,
release. Following Tha
it's a dream house romp
Carter Ill's staggering
with electric guitars
success and some übiquitous breakout successes like "Let it Rock"
with Kevin Rudolf and
"Down" with Jay Sean,
it remained to be seen
whether Weezy could
keep up the white-hot
streak. His snarky synthrap breed, with its rocker-squeal affectation,
has spawned millions of
fans. Perhaps this is why
the first song, "American
Star," has such a weak
impact. The lyrics are
Lil Wayne has had
mediocre: "Born and
a large streak of
/
raised in the U.S.A.
success as of late
where my president is
B-L-A-C-K," capped off
with numerous catchy
collaborations,though
with "and I just want to
play." Okay, Lil Wayne,
this new album comes
we understand that
at a tumultuous time
you're playful. But what
in Weezy's life: He is
else do you have in your
expected to report to
bag of tricks?
serve
his jail sentence
It turns out he has
Arts
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a fair

amount of songs
devoted to high school

and a rap showdown between Minaj and Wayne.
Other collaborations on Rebirth include the sci-fi

reminiscent "Drop the World" with Eminem and
"One Way Trip" with Kevin Rudolf.
A frequent collaborator on this album is
Shanell, a hip-hop diva who adds considerable
singing range to Lil Wayne's electronic-rock
sound. She lends her pipes to "American Star,"
"Prom Queen," "Runnin'," and "I'm So Over
You," essentially dominating a large amount of
Wayne's new content. By far the most successful of these collaborations is "I'm So Over You,"
which is one of the bonus tracks on Rebirth's
deluxe edition.
In the end, the album doesn't give the listener
an excessive amount of Weezy hooks to hang
onto, making it easy to slip through the rock-influenced album without a song that you can sit
yourself down and make yourself at home (read:
quote rap verses in their entirety). The album has
some fun, but the melodrama of songs like "Prom
Queen" leave a weak aftershock. Where Weezy
keeps it sharp, knocking out the competition is
where the true Rebirth takes place.

In Stores

NextWek
Hot Chip
One Left Stand

Redman
Reggie Noble 9 112

JIVE

SLOW DOG

Chart Toppers
SINGLES

ITIK
Kesha
2
3
4
5

ToK

Today Was a Fairytale
Taylor Swift
Bad Romance
Lady Gaga

Bedßock

Young Money feat. Lloyd
Baby
Justin Bieber feat. Ludacris

COLLEGE ALBUMS

IFall
2
3
4
5

Be Kind
Animal Collective
Glitter & Doom Live
Tom Waits
Sainthood
Tegan and Sara
What Will We Be
Devandra Banhart
Real Estate
Real Estate

on Feb. 9.

Source: Billboard.com
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obsessions, like the pre-

CLOSE-UP

Greg Kita

In 1984, Frank Zappa released a live cut entitled Does
Humor Be/ong in Music? While not a groundbreaking album, Zappa's record does pose an interesting question:
Where do music and humor coincide?
Among the better-known parodists who marry music
and comedy is "Weird Al" Yankovic, whose songs spoof
everything from The Knack's "My Sharona" to Chamillionaire's "Ridin'." Yet, even at his satirical best, Weird Al is
still just that a satirist, parodying popular songs rather
than making serious, original work. So Zappa's question
remains. Can a band make serious music while not taking
themselves too seriously?
That's where Devin Townsend comes in. A self-described nerd, the Canadian-born Townsend has released
a steady stream of metal records over the past 15 years
under such monikers as Strapping Young Lad, the Devin
Townsend Band, and the Devin Townsend Project. While
many of these records exhibit some stellar songwriting and
are oftentimes prog-metal oriented, technical musicianship, the other glaringly apparent feature of Townsend's
music is his use of tongue-in-cheek humor.
Just look at the music video for "Vampira," off The
Devin Townsend Band's 2006 record Synchestra. The song
itself is serious enough in terms of content and lyrics (or
about as serious as most metal lyrics are), but the music
video is where the song gets really odd the nearly 40year old, bespectacled Townsend dresses up in a cheap
polyester devil costume, complete with a penciled-on
moustache, and jumps around in front of a cartoon grave-

-

yard. Cue shots of his backing band, dressed in equally
cheap skeleton costumes "dancing" in unison. The whole
effect is quite bizarre - making light of the "Dungeons
& Dragons" imagery that has been a mainstay of metal
lyrics since the genre's rise in the 19705. On Synchestra,
Townsend preludes "Vampira" with an accordion-heavy
polka arrangement of the song, called "Vampolka."
Then there's Townsend's 2007 rock opera, Ziltoid the
Omniscient. The concept album, which Townsend produced completely from his home, recording each track
in his cellar, centers around the character of Ziltoid, an
extraterrestrial that threatens to destroy Earth unless he's
brought the ultimate cup of coffee. The concept is absurd,
even by Townsend's standards - yet, the musicianship on
the album is superb, expertly implementing the bizarre
story into the unusual format of a metal album. Though
the content teeters between humorous and ludicrous, the
execution is excellent. Townsend has crafted a serious
work that by no means takes itself seriously.
Though Townsend has cut back on touring over the past
few years in order to spend more time with his family, the
Canadian metaller has still found time to wow audiences
across the country. Townsend is currently on tour with
prog-metal heavyweights Between the Buried and Me and
Cynic. The tour landed Townsend in Boston this past week,
where the musician again let his humor glow, announcing
to the audience, after taking the stage, that they were in
for its minutes of straight "nerd-core" music.
In the metal scene, Townsend is a bit of an anomaly.
He seamlessly blends two types of music, two types of
art, cut from very different fabric. The union is odd and
unexpected, yet far from unlistenable. It's been over 25
years since Frank Zappa released the album Does Humor
Belong in Music?, and Devin Townsend has responded with

a resounding "yes."

Saturday

Night

Off the record

with Brennan Carley
Critics predicted that after mining last year's presidential election for
jokes, Saturday Night Live would have nowhere to go but down. While
this season has seen a creative slump, one performer has earned her
moment in the spotlight: Kristen Wiig. Previously overshadowed by Amy
Poehler, this season is all about Wiig. Her breakthrough work is her offcenter "singer" on the" Lawrence Welk Show. Meanwhile, her narcissistic
Penelope never gets old. Travel writer Judy Grimes (perpetually "just
kidding") is a delight, reliably sending Weekend Update anchor Seth
Meyers into hysterics/And the list goes on her spot-on Madonna, Suze
Orman, and Beaker from The Muppets making Wiig THE reason to tune
in. But be careful writers - there is such a thing as too much Kristen
Wiig. Saturday Night Live airs Saturdays at 11:30 PM on NBC.
-

-

GregKita is a staff columnist
at arts@bcheishts.com.

for The Heights.

He can be reached
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What We're Watching
By

John Colella
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3. 30 Rock
30 Rock is
hands down the best television show since Seinfeld and will surely pull
through with a fantastic
new episode this week,
"Verna." In this episode,
Liz Lemon takes Frank,
one of the writers, as a
roommate, while Jenna's
mother makes a visit to
theTGS studios. The laughs
will ensue as Jack meets
Jenna's quirky mother, and
Liz will have to deal with a
slob living in her apartment
-

-

For The Heights

1. Modern Family

2. The Office
After a
disappointing new episode
two weeks ago, in which it
seemed the writing team
went brain-dead, deciding
to just recycle old clips,
this week presents another
new episode, "Sabre. "This
season of The Office has
been inconsistent, and
hopefully this episode can
deliver some much-needed
laughs. Dunder Mifflin has
been in shambles throughout the season, and with all
of the executives gone, Michael Scott is now the highest-ranking official of
the company. In this episode, a larger company
has bought out Dunder Mifflin, and the employees must come to terms with this fact. Watch
The Office Thursdays at 9 p.m. on NBC.

Following in
the likes of Arrested Development, this new comedy by ABC
is dishing out all the laughs.
For anyone unfamiliar with this
show, it follows three families,
all of them related. There is Jay,
a man in his 60s, who recently
divorced his wife and married
Gloria, a young, Latina goddess,
who has a son named Manny.
Jay has two children, Claire and
Mitchell. Claire is married with
three kids, while Mitchell is gay and has adopted a Vietnamese baby with his lover. Like the Bluths, this family
goes through troubles that are a bit exaggerated, but
st jn stay cL ose t0 reality. This show never skips a beat.
Watch Modern Family Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on ABC.
-
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1 (although she is

a borderline

slob her-

I self). writers of 30Rock are hitting
y their The
stride this season, and this epi-

sode will not disappoint. Watch 30Rock
Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. on NBC.
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Circle). We still have premium apart-

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

ments in all of the best locations.

to after-school activities. 6-7 hours
per week. Please send an email to

nashideti@yahoo.com

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

2 BEDROOOMS in 5 bedroom
apartment; Oak Square, Brighton;
rent both or one; driveway; porch;
walking distance to bus and bars;
w/utilities;
$670/month
approx.
May 1-August 31; Inquiries: e-mail

Work with Environmental Action
on a campaign to protect our forests. Make a difference while earn-

ing valuable campaign experience.
Marty at (617) 338-7882.

Call

ACROSS
Clip contents
5 Grass surfaces
10 Whirlpool
14Wagered
15Slanted
16Like undecorated
walls
17 Start of a quote
19 Slammer at sea
1

marisa.anthony@gmail.com.

BECOME A JETBLUE CAMPUS
HIRING FOR FALL. Run
REP
events and create promotions on
your campus for Jetßlue Airways.
Earn great incentives and gain amazing experience for your resume! Go
to: Repnation.com/Jetßlue to apply.
-

Check us out online at Facebook,
Twitter [twitter.com/bcheights), or
the official Heights Web site
[www.bcheights.com) for breaking
news and upcoming multimedia!

21 With no margin
for error
23 Quote, part 2
26 Grifter's easy
mark
29 Prohibition action
30 It's gnus to the
lions
31 Prohibition
33 Pilgrim's
destination
37 Understood
38 Author of the

Questions, comments, suggestions
for The Heights?
Send an email to

HOUSES
and
OFF-CAMPUS
sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
GREENLINE REALTY today! (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see
us at 1956 Beacon St. (next to

editor@bcheights.com

City Side in the heart of Cleveland

quote

the >amc«a\ fcF

41 Greet warmly
42 Photographer
Adams
44 Curly poker?
45 Geisha s cupful
46 Ragtime piece
that became
Vincent Lopez's
theme
49 Hit, as flies
51 Quote, part 3
54 Quivering
55 Salad bar pair
59

PUZZLES By Michael Mepham
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60 End of the
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64 "Whoopee!"
65 Logician's word
66 Empire until
1991:Abbr.
67 Doesn't put
anything away
for a while?
68 Harbor hauler
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DOWN
1 Six-time Emmy
winnerAlan
2Send
3 Skirt length
4 Homeric
inspiration for
Joyce's
"Ulysses"
5 Ancient cross
shape

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must

follow these rules:
? Number can appear only once in each row
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear only onceon row, column or area.
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hardwire

8 Biceps, e.g.
9 Sedimentary
rock layers
10 Good time for a
beachcomber
Splash
11
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13 Safecracker
1 q Name of four
Holy Roman
emperors
22 Doorbell sound
24 Four-F's
opposite, in the
draft
25 Wave maker
26 Women's links
gp .
27 Pressing need?
28 Examinersof
boxers
32 Objective
34 Make small talk
35 Greek salad
slice, briefly
36 Like good
bourbon

...
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BABYSITTER NEEDED A family
residing in Chestnut Hill/BC area is
looking for responsible babysitter with
a car. We need a babysitter on two
afternoons (any 2 days of Monday
or Tuesday or Wednesday) to pick
up children (6 and 9 years old) from
a neighborhood school, drive them
home for a snack, and then drive them

SUMMER JOBS For Environmental Action! Earn $350-$550/week.

'

EXPERIENCED LEADERSI! Spend
the summer outdoors doing work
that keeps you physically active;
forge new friendships in a team
atmosphere; enjoy the pride and
satisfaction of gauging your progress
and seeing results. Every summer,
College Pro hires over 7,000 student
leaders. Guaranteed $585 per week
salary for working 40 hours! Hiring
Now! Call (888) 427-7672 ext. 423 or
e-mail jlandrebe@collegepro.com.

38 High, as a kite
39 Get rid of
?40 Ex-Speaker
Gingrich
43 Retail
computer buyer,
e.g.
45 Curly group?
47 Much
48 First name in
soul
50" girl!"
51 Jackson 5 dos

52'Stros, for

example
53 Up for
54 Alaskan island
closer to Russia
than to Alaska
56 DEA raider
57 Cautionary data
entry acronym
58 Winter blanket
61 Twaddle
62 Baseball's Cobb
and Cline
_
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The Humane Charity
Seal of Approval
guarantees that a
health charity funds
vital patient services
or life-savinq
medical research,
but never animal
experiments.

Spring Break comes to life...

Live Concerts
Awesome VIP Parties
Beautiful Beaches
Scenic Cliff Jumping
Spectacular Sunsets

Book Your Trip Today! Contact:
JfX

1.800.426.7710

"See, Grandma?
It says cat!'
(We)take our sight for granted...
until it's going. If glasses

or

surgery

arc not

enough, there is still hope. To locate an eye
doctor specializing in low vision, or for
more information on living independently

with low vision, call (800) 455-8006 or visit

j

0/

I

www.checkyearly.com/lowvision.

eB&oB3 MBVKiS
1.800.648.4849
www.sltlpnvel.jom

CKeck Yearly
See Cheorfy.*

.

I

Council on Humane Giving

|

W/

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR
RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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We're doing more than ever to help you find out if you're eligible for
the Earned Income Tax Credit. Discover all the ways we're here to help.
Call us, talk to your tax preparer, or go to vvww.irs.gov/eitc and have
the EITC Assistant walk you through each eligibilityrequirement.
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Internal Revenue Service
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LIVE RADICALLY, BECOME A FRANCISCAN!
"The Rule of the Friars Minor is
this, namely, to observe the
Holy Gospel of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, by living in obedience
without anything of our own,
and in chastity.".
-
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

St. Francis of Assisi

G &££ok:

BROTHERHOOD

+

PRAYER

franciscan vocations
+

SERVICE

FRANCISCAN PROVINCE OFTHE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
Vocation Director: Fr.Tom Washburn, O.F.M.
14 North Bennet Street Boston, MA 02113
vocations@icprovince.org www.franciscanvoc.org
?

Pass It On.
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?

THE FOUNDATION LOR A BETTER LIFE
www.forbetterlife.org

Newton Floral Oasis
10% off for Valentine's Day!
\u25a0

Newton, MA 02458
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For people who have to dual
with the harsh realities of life,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've worked in
communities across the country to
restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we provide care to abused
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find out how you can help,
Call 1,800.899.0089 or visit us at

www,volunteersofamerica.org,
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and neglected children. The
elderiy People with disabilities.
Families in trouble. We give guidance to the homeless and many
others who have lost their way,
The need has never been greater,
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to help create
positive change in a person's iffe.
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Repeal not the smartest move

side

In his State of the Union Address last Wednesday, President Obama called for the
Defense Department to repeal the military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy with regards to
homosexuality in the armed services was enacted by former President Clinton. Proponents
say the military should be a welcome place for all who volunteer, but critics argue that our
military should not be used as an instrument for social progress. What do you think? Was
Obama right to reverse the policy? Was it politically motivated?

The American people have
always been noted for being excessively proud of their country.
Noted early on by French writer
Alexis de Toequeville, Americans
are so full of love for their nation
that they are always ready to
make sacrifices for it. America
is not without its mistakes, but

principles offreedom have pushed
America toward greater equality
and justice. This is shown in the

progress made
in eroding ra-

cial and gender
based inequality.
However, one
largely overlooked minority
group has been
the homosexual
community. It is
appalling that
we live in an age
where gays, lesbians, bisexuals,
and transgender individuals
(GLBTQ) are
robbed of many

situation.

Numerous studies, including
one conducted by the National
Defense Research Institute, have
shown that "empirical evidence fails to show that sexual
orientation is germane to any
aspect of military effectiveness,
including unit cohesion, morale,
recruitment

A law denyingopenly
GLBTQ Americans
the right to join the
military is no different
than laws denying

African-Americans

and women the right to
vote. We cannot claim
that we live in an equal
or justsociety so long
as a minority group
is robbed of rights all
others enjoy.

civil liberties
that heterosexual citizens enjoy. Among the
most absurd of these injustices
is the ban on service by openly
GLBTQ people in the military.
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
(DADT), a policy stating that
those who openly express
GLBTQ tendencies are to be discharged from the military, began
under the Clinton administration
in 1993. Although many sought to
lift the ban on GLBTQ persons in
the military altogether, Congressional opponents proposed this
policy as a compromise. In 1993.
when DADT was passed. 44 percent of Americans supported lifting the ban on GLBTQ people in
the military altogether, according
to a Washington Post-ABC News
poll. The same poll was taken
again in 2008, and 78 percent of
Americans now support allowing openly GLBTQ Americans to
enlist in the armed forces. Since
America is a democratic nation,
this overwhelming majority opinion should have, at the very least,
some impact on policy making.
One problem with DADT is
that it is based on a flawed rationale. The purpose of the policy,
according to the law itself, is
to ban openly GLBTQ Americans from the military because
their presence "would create an
unacceptable risk to the high
standards of morale, good order

and retention."
This conclusion
is substantiated by polling
data, and a
2006 Zogby poll
shows that of
military mem-

bers who are
certain that at
least one member of their unit
is GLBTQ, 72
percent felt that
his or her presence had either
no impact or a
positive impact
on their per-

sonal morale.
Although polling data clearly
shows that the logic behind
DADT is flawed, the policy is
ludicrous for a number of other
reasons. With wars in Iraq and

Don Outtaunick is a guest columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes

Afghanistan being fought by a

comments at marketplace@bclieights.

sexual

country is
free from irrational injustices
like racism, but the pervasiveness of homophobia is really no
different. Despite what some
are prideful that

our

nobody chooses to be
chooses to
be straight. Your sexual orientation is simply a part of who you
are, and those who happen to
identiy as GLBTQ should not
be characterized by that one
trait. Homosexuality lias only
been a "lifestyle" rather than
one of many characteristics of
a man for a few hundred j'ears,
and the invention of homophobia is actually a somewhat new
development. Cultures such as
the Socratic Greeks saw homomay think,

gay, just as nobody

sexuality as completely normal,

but a senseless, negative stigma
associated with homosexuality
still poses problems today.
A law denying openly GLBTQ
Americans the right to join the
military is no different than laws
denying African -Americans and
women the right to vote. We
cannot claim that we live in an
equal or just society so long as
a minority group is robbed of
rights all others enjoy. If we are
to embody that American ideal
of equality, it is essential that
we allow those who are actually
willing to take arms and light for
our freedoms to enlist.

orientation. Allow

explain. Military organizahave a hierarchy, with each

tions,

Here's something you probably didn't know: "Don't Ask
Don't Tell" (DADT) is actually a
euphemism. It's the official policy of the United States military
that prohibits openly GLBTQ or
bisexual servicemen and women
from discussing any homosexual relationships, and it also
prohibits their superiors from
inquiring about sexual identity.
Seems innocuous enough, right?
The reason behind this policy,
though, is a federal law banning
homosexuals from serving in the
military. Ban is a rather strong
word when referring to people
who have volunteered to risk
their lives for their neighbors'
security. President Obama is
right in moving to repeal this
ban. However, in the absence of
a blanket ban on GLBTQ persons serving, a slightly watered
down version ofDADT may still
serve a useful component to
the American military and its
GLBTQ servicemen and women,
especially in unit cohesion and
ultimately an improvement in
tolerance.
Don't ask. It's simple. The
American military is made up
entirely of volunteers, each of
whom demonstrates a unique
attachment, love, and dedication to the United States. Sexual
orientation doesn't impede
on the enormous allegiance of
American soldiers. There is no
reason for the military to ask
about sexual orientation when
all it wants is a good soldier.
It gets a little trickier with
"don't tell." American citizens
do not and should not have their
tongues tied when it comes to
personal choices, especially when
those choices can be of a private
nature. A more relaxed policy (but
still a policy) of "don't tell" could
maintain unit cohesion while allowing soldiers to disclose their

Equality in the military
Dan Ottaunick

to

Alex Cohen

THE ISSUE:

and discipline, and unit cohesion
that are the essence of military
capability.'' However, a closer
examination of this logic reveals
it is not only flawed, but counter
to the absolute reality of the
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smaller group belonging to a
larger one. For example, a company of 120 troops will contain
two platoons of 60 troops with
each platoon containing squads of
10 troops each. Imagine that you
are a a person w ho identifies as

GLBTQ

in

one

r

of those squads.
The men that
you grow closest to, through

training

or com-

bat, are going
to be in your
squad. I find it

hard to imagine that, when
spending every
waking moment
with the same
group of people,
your sexual orientation could

or would be hid-

and fully about who a comreade
who identifies as GLBTQ really
is. This incompleteness is reason
to take a softer approach.
Just this week. Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mike
Mullen and Secretary ofDefense Robert Gates spoke before
Congress in support ofrepealing
the law, but in
their testimony
and echoing

While it's shameful
to place a ban on any

-

previous statements they

American from serving
in the military, it would emphasized
the necessity of
-

be equally shameful
to encourage GLBTQ

preparation and

hinted at the
importance of

soldiers to pronounce moving slowly
their identity when and methodi- a
cally towards
our military has a
repeal of "Don't
history of intolerance Ask Don't Tell."
Perhaps
manifested in such acts it's too cynias blanket beatings.

den from your
squad. Perhaps it might
it is
your personal and private decision whether or not to share that
-

information. However, while the
troops in your squad might know
you well enough to accept you
no matter the circumstances,
someone else in a different squad,
in a different platoon, in a different company, may not know you
and thus, may not accept you.
Ignorance breeds intolerance, and
perhaps even fear. Screaming "I'm
gay!" from a mountaintop may
attract more enemies than friends
in the military.
Some of you may now be
saying, "But Alex, if ignorance
breeds intolerance, why not
get the word out and educate
people?" You have a good point,
but as Senator John McCain has
pointed out, military culture is
vastly different from civilian culture. While I cannot corroborate
from experience, I tend to agree.
The military has strict structural
codes that could prevent many
soldiers from learning truthfully

cal

a view of
American life
and Americans in general, but
I believe that intolerance is
pervasive enough, and, too often
violent in this country, that a

complete repeal of DADT could
endanger our servicemen and
women at a time when our country is at war on two fronts. While
it's shameful to place a ban on
any American from serving in
the military, it would be equally
shameful to encourage GLBTQ

soldiers to pronounce their
identity when our military has a
history of intolerance manifested
in such acts as blanket beatings.
I see a complete repeal as this as
encouragement, which is why a
softer approach to phasing out
DADT would be more appropriate. Lift the ban on GLBTQ, but
from an operational standpoint,
not asking and not telling may
still have some usefulness for the
United States military.
Alex Cohen is a guest columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at marketplace@bcheights.com

volunteer army, our troops need
every bit of assistance they can
get. However, our armed forces
have discharged 13,000 troops
under DADT. Sending home soldiers who are willing to fight for
their country because of their inherent sexual orientation is both
logically and morally reprehensible. To reject those fighting for
freedoms and equality, of which

some are not afforded, makes
absolutely no sense if our goal is
to win wars. Although DADT's
flawed rationale and counter
productivity toward winning the
war are both reasons enough to
lift the ban on those openly expressing GLBTQ identity in the
military, neither reason captures
the absurdity of this policy as
much as the moral injustice resulting from its enactment. In a
country of equality, why must we
restrict the rights of law-abiding

citizens because of their inherent
characteristics?
An overwhelming majority of Americans, at least more
than the 78 percent who support
GLBTQ persons in the military,

JAE C HONG

/

AP PHOTO

The repeal of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" that Obama pushed for stands to affect all U.S. branches of the military, including the 82nd airbone atPope Air Force Base.

France takes shameful stance against young Muslim women
FVance, from 813
and 25 percent of which are
converts." If it is an "invasion"
of Islam France fears, this is not
the case, as the statistics show
that these women are neither
immigrants nor are they forced
into oppression, as President
Nicolas Sarkozy claims, but are

strong, young women standing
up for the right to their own
freedom of religious expression.
Sarkozy has said, "The burqa
is not a religious sign [but
rather a] sign of subservience, a
sign of debasement" of women.
This description confuses me.
The ban on head scarves was
erradicated because of their

existence as a religious symbol,
yet the burqa (niqab) is a symbol
of oppression? Sarkozy has
attempted to make the French
burqa an issue one of women's
rights and not religion-specific,
but both the global media and
history do not seem to agree.
No matter the claimed origin
of this proposal, it is in clear

violation of not only the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), but also the French
Constitution.
Article 18 of the UDHR
states, "Everyone has the right
to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his
religion or belief, and freedom.

A young Muslim woman walks along the street, just outsideof Paris. Nicolas Sarkozy's law to ban burqas will affect the attire of 1,900 Muslim' women

inVrance!?

either alone or in community
with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or
belief in teaching, practice, worship, and observance." I believe
the key phrase here is "in public
or private." If it is against an
individual's basic human rights
to not be allowed to express his
or her religious beliefs however
they wish, in both public and
private, this would include both
the niqab issue of today, as well
as the head scarf ban of 2004.
As we continue down the articles of the UDHR. we come to
article 21, part two, which states,
"Everyone has the right of equal
access to public service in his
country." Denying a woman the
right to public service for her
choice of clothing, as the French
government is trying to do, is a
blatant violation of the law.
Even as close to home as the
French Constitution, the ban is
unthinkable. Article 1 of the Constitution states, "France shall be
an indivisible, secular, democratic, and social Republic. It shall
ensure the equality of all citizens
before the law, without distinction of origin, race, or religion. It
shall respect all beliefs."
If Sarkozy plays the burqa ban
off as irrelevant to its religious
relation, he is depriving individuals of the basic right to public
service. If the French government
clearly identifies its connection

with Islam, the ban would not
only violate the UDHR to public
service, but it would also be discriminating by religion, which are
both against the UDHR, signed
by France, as well as against their
own Constitution.
The French have a deep secular tradition that defends the
separation of church and state
to the extent where it comes full
circle and discriminates against
religion, allowing government
interference with religion in
the name of secularity. It is a
peculiar case that needs to be
recognized by France, and a balance must be met. Wliile they do
not need to swear in presidents
over a Bible or allow Christmas
carols in schools, individual
religious expression is a basic
human right. France must not
live in the nightmare of past
theocratic clericalism and force
religion behind the closed doors
of private properties and places
of worship. For those of faith, religion is an aspect of daily life to
be cherished and practiced any
and every moment of the day.
The government has no right to
say how, when, or where religion
is allowed or what constitutes
legitimate expression offaith.
Kara Kaminski is a senior staff
columnist for The Heights. She
welcomes comments at marketplace®
bckeights.com.
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Budget cuts
anger students

Washington

California, from 813
governor of California, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, to restore at
least some of the funding that
was formerly provided for state
universities. According the Daily

Danny Martinez
Marketplace Editor
It's interesting how he ran
on the 'We are all Americans" platform, and now
our nation is more partisan.

Is Obama's assertion that
the Republicans are being
obstructionists true?
\u25a0~:
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Patricia Harris

Maegan O'Rourke

Margaret Tseng
Asst Layout Editor

Well, they are trying to
stop all of his policies from

facilitators.

Well, i wouldn't call them

As an non-citizen, I don't
think I should comment on
Obama's opinion toward

Asst. Marketplace Editor

Assoc. Sports Editor

going through, so yes.

the Republicans.

L

Where should the alleged
mastermind of Sept. 11 be
prosecuted?

away.

Hopefully Jack Nicholson
froflW FevrGood Men can

Boston, becuase I want to
be on the juryfor his trial.

Anywhere but NYC-he

doesn't need any msfe of a

As longjsbe,ge|sprosecuted, I don't think the

We did trust him once to
run the entire country, so I
thlnHie has soiwquafflcations to overseerelief.

He's got nothing etee to do.

Probably not. What areour

Of course! Iran disarming
will certainly make me '
steep better at night.

Yes, as long as Ahmadinejad rules like a four-yearold, he shouldn't be trusted
with nuclear weapons.
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location matters.
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Haiti relief?
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He's the perfect person. He
has international appeal
and a Steadfast fork ethic.

Is President Clinton the
right person to oversee

As long as Ahmadinejad is
president, then yes. That

Should the West push for

UN sanctions against Iran
for its nuclear program?

man makes Glenn Beck
look like Mother Theresa.

Costly $8.6 billion Hong Kong
train draws protest from locals

through an enormously expensive
project without consulting the
public in detail shows the need for
political reforms.
On Oct. 20, the Chief Executive in Legislative Council (Legco)
authorized the scheme of the
Guangzhou-Shenzhen-HongKong
Express Rail Link (the Express
Rail Link) that was proposed a

them to survive due to the soaring
housing prices and transportation
costs. It is virtually impossible for
most "post-80s" children to afford
a house or even an apartment, due
to the stagnating economy. Therefore, it is especially frustrating
when they realize that the government is pouring huge volumes of
money into a scheme that has a
limited need, instead of addressing the more pressing social issues
like poverty and the economy.
Mirana Szeto, a spokeswoman for
the protesters, said, "We are being
offered an apple without realizing
it's poisonous until we bite it.
We are not ready, so we should not
make such an expensive bet."
However, Hong Kong officials
claimed that most of the public
supports this project, which will
offer a big economic boost to the
territory by cutting train travel
time to key mainland cities. The
train line will plug Hong Kong into
China's network by 2015, cutting
travel times and deepening Hong
Kong's link with the world's fastest-growing major economy. Hong
Kong-based MTR Corp. will construct the link at a cost ofHK $2.57

earlier. However, the whole
project was under the radar, as the
government made little attempt
to inform the public on the details
of this expensive venture through
any means. This attitude of the
government infuriated much of
the public, especially the demographic of post-1980 children,
calling themselves "post-80s."
Freelance layout designer Vicky
Lo, a member of the "post-80s,"
launched a hunger strike outside
the legislature with five others
last Tuesday. The 23-year-old said
that more information should be
provided by the government, and
the project should be subjected to
extra scrutiny since the cost of the
project reaches the high figure of
about $1,300 per citizen.
The "post-80s" group was
the mam driving force behind the
protests. They felt helpless in their
society, where it is impossible for

billion per kilometer. Although
the new line will cut travel time by
about 10 minutes from Hong Kong
to Guangzhou, opponents maintain
that it is not worth the huge price
tag, since there is an existing mass
transit system to Guangzhou. "I
fully support the idea of linking
Hong Kong into Mainland China's
network," said lawmaker Alan Leong, also a Legco member. "Still,
it costs too much and there are
problems with the location."
Additionally, polls suggest that
public opinion in the territory is
torn, rather than in favor of the
scheme. According to a University
of Hong Kong phone survey, 50
percent of locals back the project
as it stands, while 44 percent either oppose it outright or want it
delayed to allow for more scrutiny
and debate. Ma Ngok, a political
scientist at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, said, "The govern-

Yat Hang Yu
For The Heights
By

The $8.6 billion GuangzhouShenzhen-Hong Kong Express

Rail Link has been a hotbed for
discussion and appeared in the
headlines throughout Asia the
month of January. Protestors
flocked to show their frustration.
Associated Press reporter Min Lee
reported that, "Hundreds camped
out in a public square next to the
legislature late Friday [Jan. 15]
another 500 staged a sit-in in
front of the Hong Kong leader's
mansion." The public's objection
to the project has many roots, but
the two most prominent are the
questions of whether the rail link
is worth $8.6 billion and whether
the government's act of pushing
...

year

-

Considering the fact that
many Western countries

have nuclearpower, no.

Californian, earlier this month
Schwarzenegger mentioned
reissuing $370 million to the
University of California in his
budget for the year, and he also
suggested making a constitutional amendment that would
require at least 10 percent of the
state's funds to be reserved for
higher education.
Despite the many challenges
that would be encountered before
such measures would be able to
be passed, there is a chance that
the money will be used to cut
back student tuition. As quoted
in the Daily Californian, Leslie
Schilling, a regent of the University of California, said, "If by
some miracle we do get most of
our budget restored, I would like
to see a rollback in student fee
increases." However, not all the
regents share this sentiment. Rex

Hime, the secretary of alumni
associations of the University of
California and regent-designate,
expressed his desire that the
regents should currently refrain
from expressing an opinion on
reducing tuition until the final
budget is known. "I'm not ready
to make a commitment to roll
back students' fees until we know
what the funding situation is,"
Hime said.
Paying more for less is not
merely limited to California,
although the university system
there experienced the most dramatic effects. According to Time
Magazine, the amount of money
spent on educational instruction in both public and private
colleges across the country has
declined since 2002, though
tuition rates have increased. According to the LA Times, Florida
college students are looking at
yearly increases in their tuition
by 15percent, and the university
protests on higher tuition rates
have also occurred in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina,'and Lansing, Michigan. \u25a0

Economy has long way to go

merit has this bureaucratic habit of
expecting things to pass easily."

By late last November, what
started out as a protest by suburban villagers who were forced to
relocate had grown into a broader
coalition that also involved prodemocracy activists, university

students, and conservationists.
The news of the project made its
first appearance on the media when
over 1,000protestors attended the
rally in addition to the 100 people
engaged in a sit-in protest in front
of the government headquarters
in central Hong Kong. With growing coverage of the government's
scheme, the amount of protests
also multiplied. On Dec. 18, the Finance Committee of Legco debated
the funding application, which
attracted a demonstration of an
estimated 1,000 to 2,000 people,
who staged themselves around
the Legco Building. However, the
debate was put on hold and the
funding was not finalized, as they
failed to reach an agreement.
On Jan. 16, the Finance Committee of Legco approved the
funding of the construction of the
Express Rail Link, voting 31-21, in
favor of the scheme. The construction work for the Express Rail Link
has been scheduled to commence
in January for completion in 2015.
The MTR Corporation has been
entrusted with the planning and
construction of the Express Rail
Link. The railway is one of the 10
infrastructure projects that Hong
Kong's government plans to boost
its economy. There are also plans
to construct a bridge linking Hong
Kong with the gambling enclave
of Macau and the city of Zhuhai,
across the border from Macau.
As a result, concern continues to
escalate as Hong Kong citizens
wonder how they will fund these
expensive projects when Hong
Kong is still recovering from the
subprime mortgage crisis, in addition to facing a range of social
problems like rising poverty levels
and the widening of the social

MICHAEL EULER
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Dominique Strauss-Kahn, Managing Director of the IMF, far left, listens to a panelist speak at the World Economic Forum.

Davos, from 813
what President Obama emphasized in his State of the Union
Address a few days ago - the
primacy of jobs."
The situation is not much better in Europe, where the annual
inflation rate in the 16 countries
that use the euro rose to an 11month high of one percent in
January. Like those in the United
States, much of the government initiatives in Europe have
benefited the central banks, but
growth has remained lethargic
due to uncertainties surrounding regulatory issues, such as
taxation.

"The risk awareness of banks,
haveled to a more cautious credit
policy, which has an impact on
the credit supply," said Josef
Ackermann, the chairman of the
management board of Deutshe
Bank.
During the session, Martin
Wolf, the associate editor and
chief economics commentator of
the Financial Times, mentioned a
fancy acronym fashioned by his
friend Moiscs Nairn LUV.
"L is the shape of the recovery
of the European Union, U is the
-

shape of therecovery of the United
States, and V is the shape of the
recovery of Asian and emerging
countries," he said. With China
emerging relatively untarnished
from its rather short brush with
the recession, boasting a GDP
growth of around 8.7 percent,
calling its recovery V-shaped isn't
too far off the mark. Consumption
had increased to 15.6 percent in

China, and investment increased
by nearly 33 percent.
But domestic consumption in
China is still low, as is the case

with many countries in Asia, such
as India. Consumption consists
of less than $2 trillion in China,
which is still a very small percentage of its total GDR
"It is still a very imbalanced
structure, and this need's a lot
of international cooperation to
manage a balanced and smooth
structure change for us to increase
consumption and for the other
side to decrease consumption as
well," said Zhu Min, the deputy
governor of the People's Bank of
China.
The crisis tells us a pure export-driven growth model is
not sustainable, and we have to
change it, Min added. But this

change will take time because it
revolves around a structural issue. In the front it is an income
distribution issue, in the back it is
a social safety net issue, and then
a lot of other issues of financial
instruments make people able to
borrow money.
The United States currently
faces a markedly different predicament. Consumption is over
$10 million in the country, and
makes up nearly 70 percent of
its total economic activity. The
American economy has been
mainly import driven, and its
declining consumption during the
recession had significant impacts
on Chinese exports. The United
States also faces a growing issue
of trade imbalance, which Obama
strongly emphasized in his State
of the Union Address, in which he
promised to double U.S exports
over the next five years.
In a web cast interview with
Charlie Rose at the World Economic Forum, Summers asserted
that the priority for the United
States has to be establishing selfsustaining growth. And to do so,
he said, "is going to take a great
deal of more effort in the months,
quarters, and years ahead." \u25a0
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Obama needs plan to properly tackle energy consumption
Energy, from 813
bases for creating a clean energy
economy. It provides funding for job training in "green
industries," sets money aside
for innovation in "renewable
energy and electric transmission
projects," and creates jobs that
can be done today.
So what is the problem with
Obama's (and the House's)
plan? Well, if we're talking
about creating jobs, potentially
nothing but funding. Ifwe're
talking about the environment,
a few things, including the fact
that over half of the money in
the bill goes to highway renovations that will increase vehicle
miles traveled in general, thereby increasing carbon emissions,
despite the new fuel economy
standards.
The administration's view
of what constitutes "clean energy" is skewed. In his advocacy
of energy security, Obama has
made no bones about supporting both off-shore oil drilling
and "clean coal." Off-shore
drilling accesses pockets of carbon that have been sequestered
from the atmosphere in ocean
beds for centuries and deliberately adds it to an atmosphere

that can't take much more.
Clean coal, with its marginally
increased efficiency, continues
to add carbon to the atmosphere. Both clean coal and offshore drilling also have negative
environmental effects on the
areas where they are mined,
each destroying the habitats in
which they are located. This,
of course, doesn't take into
account the process that makes
clean coal "clean," which in itself creates toxins that are then
used or dumped in landfills.
F\irthermore, while current increased efficiency in our
homes is a must to offset more
emissions than renewable energy and to provide jobs putting us on the right path toward
a more sustainable future it is
still not nearly enough to meet
the 350 particles per million
goal for carbon dioxide that
climatologists have stated is
needed for us to combat climate
change, the purported reason
for this switch to a clean energy
economy.
In 2008, only 7 percent of
all the energy consumed in the
United States was renewable
(and of that, 34 percent was hydroelectric, which often creates
another set of issues around
-

-

CHARLIE RIEDEL /AP PHOTO
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Despite
the strides thatthe United States has taken, only 7 pecent of all U.S. energy consumed is renewable, while 84 percent is coal, petroleum, and natural gas.
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tu.
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river habitats that I won't get

into). Of the other 93 percent,
84 percent was coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Even if
the United States doubles its
production of renewable energy
and increases energy efficiency
overall, we'll still be dependent
on fossil fuels for the majority of
our energy because of projected
increases in levels of energy
consumption overall.
So, while returning jobs to

the United States is a must, as
is training people for the green
job market we are creating, we
cannot make the change to a
truly clean energy economy that
the welfare of all of
our citizens without addressing
the issues of consumption that
necessitate our dependence on
oil, Coal, and even natural gas.
supports

Without at least changing, and,
preferably, reducing our basic
consumption patterns, all but

a small minority of which currently rely on large amounts of
fossil fuels, even the best efforts
of a clean energy economy and a
green jobs workforce could not
dramatically effect the current
status of climate change. Both
clean energy and green jobs are
definitely steps in the right direction for our country's climate
policy, and they have the potential to be truly transformative.
But as they are envisioned by

the administration right now,
these concepts have a long
way to go before they move the
United States from a "bystander
to a leader in the fight against
climate change," as Obama said
in his recent State of the Union.

SkannaAtherton is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace®

bcheights.com.

Taiwan receives arms from United States to the ire of Beijing
Beijing recently cut off bilateral U.S.-Chinese military contact
as part of its furious reaction to

Washington's decision to approve
the sale of weapons to Taiwan.
Beijing is also considering sanctions against U.S. firms that supply the arms.
This move made by Beijing
added more tension to the already
edgy relationship between America and China. The countries have
been engaging in disputes over

recent cyber attacks on Google,

Internet censorship, the value of
the renminbi currency, and the
planned meeting between U.S.
President Barack Obama and
the Tibetan spiritual leader, the
Dalai Lama.
Last year, Obama postponed
a meeting with the Dalai Lama to
avoid upsetting Beijing before his
visit to China hi November. Human rights activists have stronglycriticized this diplomatic decision
by Obama. Since 1949, China has
claimed sovereignty over Taiwan.
During the Chinese Communist

Revolution that led to the founding of the People's Republic of
China, Mao Zedong's forces won
the civil war and Chiang Kaishek's Nationalist Party fled to the
island, now controlled by Taiwan.
For years, China disagreed with
U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, a Japanese colony from 1895 to 1945.
China's Communist Party
controls the media, and uses it to
criticize American involvement
and amplify the message that
Taiwan, a "breakaway province,"
must eventually accept unification. "The arms sale is gross

Beijing was furious whenthe United States ignored China and sold $6 billion worth of arms to its island neighbor Taiwan,

interference in China's internal
affairs," said China Daily in an
editorial. "It seriously undermines China's national security
and national reunification, and
thus inevitably casts a long shadow on Sino-U.S. relations."
The arms package includes
60 Black Hawk helicopters, 114
Patriot missile systems, 12 advanced Harpoon missiles, and
two Osprey mine-hunting ships.
However, the United States has
not decided to sell the Fighting
Falcon F-16 fighter jets, which
Taiwan has been requesting
for several years. The package
is estimated to cost Taiwan $6
billion.
This arms deal was made
under the Bush administration
and is the second largest weapon,
sale to Taiwan in two years. In
October 2008, when the Pentagon announced that it would sell
weapons to Taiwan, China froze
military relationships with the
United States, and the ties only
resumed when Secretary ofState
Hillary Clinton visited Beijing
last February.
The arms package came out of
the United States' obligation to
the 1979 TaiwanKelations Act to"
help in the island's defense. The
United States is still Taiwan's
largest backer after Washington
switched diplomatic recognition from Taipei to Beijing in
1979. Washington recognizes one
China, and has been expressing
its desire for China and Taiwan

to settle the sovereignty issue
peacefully.
On Monday, the Obama administration expressed its regret
that China has cut off its military
contacts with the United States.
However, State Department
Spokesman P.J. Crowley said

program.

the sale is consistent with the
U.S. "one-China" principle and
communicated that the weapons
trade will contribute to security
and stability across the Taiwan
Strait. "We will, as always, pursue our interests, but we will do
it in a way that we think allows
for positive and cooperative
relations with China," Crowley
said.
The arms sale announcement could threaten the result
of what U.S. officials said was a
constructive meeting only a day
before, during which Clinton and
Chinese Foreign Minister Yang
Jiechi met in London to discuss
the efforts to subdue the Iran
nuclear program.
China has been reluctant
to agree on tougher sanctions
against Iran. Obama administration officials said that they view
China, instead of Russia, as the
main obstacle in efforts to get a
Security Council resolution that
would impose stricter sanctions
on Iran. At a policy forum in
Paris on Friday, Clinton warned
that Beijing risks diplomatic
isolation and economic uncertainty if China still does not want
stronger sanctions on the nuclear

is increasingly important to
international diplomacy as it
is a permanent member of the

China said the dispute will
damage cooperation with the
United States on other inter-

national issues. Washington
has looked for stronger Chinese
support in North Korea besides
the sanctions against Iran. China

United Nations Security Council
and has a rapidly developing
economy.

China's foreign ministry also
cancelled one meeting between
senior Chinese and U.S. officials. The vice-ministerial-level
meeting was supposed to be on
strategic security, arms control
and nuclear non-proliferation.
Beijing also halted the planned
Secretary of Defense Robert
Gates' visit to the Chinese capi-

\u25a0

By Binh Nguyen

For The Heights

tal.
Walter Lohman, director of
Asian studies at the Heritage
Foundation, said China's response was primarily to deter
Washington from selling F-16
jets to Taiwan. "Partly what
they're doing now is trying to
scare us off the F-16 sale, by
making a big deal out of this
one," he said.
Drew Thompson, director of
China studies at the Nixon Center, a think tank in Washington,
also echoed Lohman's remarks.
He said China's options for
punishing the United States were
limited and symbolic. \u25a0

Market Report

United States more productive, but other countries happier
Ameet Padte
I spent last semester studying abroad, during which time
I interned at the DDB UK
advertising agency ill London. It
was an incredible experience, not
only for the work itself, but also
as an opportunity to compare
the British workplace with the
American one. During my time,
there I became acquainted with
an incredibly sweet woman who
sat across from me, deep into
her third trimester of pregnancy
and preparing to take maternity
leave. During a discussion about

the duration of her absence I
mentioned that in the United
States expecting parents receive
a moderate 12 weeks of unpaid
maternity leave. Shocked, I was
told that in the United Kingdom
mothers receive six weeks at 90
percent of their pay, followed
by 33 weeks at a flat rate of 123
pounds. As if this wasn't enough,
in April of this year legislation
will increase this term to a total
of 52 weeks paid. Bloody hell!
Obviously, there are conditions. The person requesting maternity leave must give notice 15
weeks in advance and must have
worked at her company for at

least half a year before she gives
notice. This seems reasonable
and avoids the extreme in countries like Switzerland, where it is
illegal to fire a pregnant woman.
Maternity leave represents just
one example of the innumerable workplace benefits we do
not receive in the United States.
Why is this? For this discussion
we shall only speak of countries
that are members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
an economic organization that
consists of 30 countries. We
are only concerned with these
countries because they all have
high-income economies and a
high Human Development Index
(HDI), a measure which takes
into account life expectancy at
birth, knowledge and education,
and standard of living.
A hot topic of contention that
shows like 20/20 and The View
love to cover regards the number
of vacation days received in
different countries. While in the
United Kingdom the government mandates that workers be
given 20 paid vacation days, or
25 in Sweden, or 30 in Finland,
our government mandates
0.
If your employer does give you
paid vacation days, then they're
...

simply being generous.

What about the nuinber of
hours we work as compared to
other countries? Americans put in
more hours than virtually anyone

else in the industrialized world at
35 hours per week. Sweden works
31 hours per week, while Germany
toils for only 27. Over the course
of a year, or many years, that time
difference adds up.
Of course, one could argue
tins effort is reflected in our
productivity; as a nation, we are
the most productive in the world.
But do we have the time to enjoy
that extra productivity? Furthermore, per hour we are less
efficient than a few other countries, particularly Luxembourg. It
could be that all their extra vacation days and personal security
result in less stress, and therefore
increased concentration.
Interesting to juxtapose with
this is our quality of life, which
remains among the highest in the
world. In the most recent Quality
of Life Index, the United States
placed seventh after countries
like France, Switzerland, and
Denmark. However, we enjoy this
life for less time because we are
quite literally working ourselves
to death. In a ranking of countries by average life expectancy,
the United States sits at a worrisome 59th. This may be related
to poor health care, but we may
simply just be working too hard.
All of this is moot if we don't
derive satisfaction from our efforts, and here we arrive at the
crux of the issue: happiness.
Apparently with a high standard
of living, a broad range of social

PHOTO COURTESY OF SHRM.ORG

While workers in European countries like Sweden work 27 and 31 hours per week, U.S. workers clock in at 35 hours.
and public services, and low
poverty, the people of Denmark
are the happiest in the world.
For similar reasons Switzerland
is next, followed by Austria. The
United States ranks 23rd.
I wonder if this is perhaps
not because of our country itself, but rather the nature of the
people. That is, it might be that
our conception of happiness
differs from others. Having traveled around Europe, I can say
from firsthand experience that
to live in the United States is to
exist in a truly idiosyncratic set
of values. Scandinavian people,
due to their smaller countries
but also intrinsic culture, have a
strong sense of community and
collective identity. It could be

that bodily health and a general
sense of well-being results

in

contentment. Our satisfaction is a more material one and

therefore directly correlated
to how much stuff we have.
We work longer hours so we
can afford more stuff. In more
socialized countries, people

don't necessarily feel the need
to "one-up" their neighbors and
climb the socioeconomic ladder.
The higher taxes in countries
like Denmark prevent easy
paths to wealth and mitigate

socioeconomic mobility, but
perhaps they don't want that.
After all, America is the home
of the "American Dream." Despite lacking the complex social
programs, extensive public-

transportation, high-quality

schools, and nationalized health
care that other developed nations enjoy, we are, give or take,
just as "happy" and productive.
The last point regarding
health care is the most significant. Apparently Obama's
health care bill will be deeply
revised to pacify both political
parlies. I do think nationalized
health care is a great idea and
could solve many social problems, but I doubt our culture
would allow it. We're not like
everyone else. Would it make us
happy?

Ameet Padte is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at nuirketplace@bcheights.com.
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A Green Piece

Greener

World gathers at Davos

economy

and future
Shanna Atherton

On Jan. 26, the FVench Parliament
proposed a law banning women wearing the burqa from public services,
including transportation, government
offices, parks, and public hospitals.
Jean-FVancois Cope, the parliamentary leader of the UMP party,
wrote in this law that, "Nobody, in
places open to the public or on streets,
may wear an outfit or an accessory
whose effect is to hide the face." Anyone who refused to remove the covering would be fined ?750, which is over
$1,000. While this move has been labeled as an issue of women's rights, it
is clearly also a guise of deeper fear of

production.

See Energy, 81l

French ban
on burqa
ridiculous

KaraKaminski

On Wednesday, President Obama
again made it clear that he sees clean
energyfueled by green jobs as the
United States' way toward a greener
future, both for the economy and
climate change. He voiced his belief
that the "nation that leads the clean
energy economy is the nation that leads
the global economy," a statement that
rings oddly true as China leads the race
in both solar panel and wind turbine
Obama's rhetoric is fueled by the
ideas of Van Jones, the nation's leading
proponent of green jobs, and appeals
to environmentalists, economists, and
workers alike. By training and employing low-income workers as machinists
and technicians, who can produce and
install renewable energy units such as
wind turbines and photovoltaics, our
nation would ideally lift families above
the living wage while meeting the need
for cleaner, renewable energy that is
demanded by climate change.
These green jobs do not have to
be solely about the hottestrenewable
energy units. Much of what clean energy
entails is becoming more energy efficient. That is why the House's "Jobs for
Main Street Act of 2010" would allocate
$6.1 billion to renovate schools, rental
homes, and public housing. As the
2008 Greener Pathways report states,
"Energy efficiency not only offsets more
greenhouse gas emissions than renewable?* and alternative fuels combined. It
is a new energy strategy that generates
significant numbers of domestic jobs."
Training workers'in these kinds of jobs
fills a much needed gap in skills, while
also ensuring job security for workers.
It is hard for companies to outsource
installations.
It is not perfect, but the House's
"Jobs Bill" seems to cover all of the

Politically Speaking

LAURENT

GILUERON / AP PHOTO

The president of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, uses a vuvuzela,an instrument indigenous to South Africa, in a lighter moment.
By

Alan Lin

For The Heights
World luminaries gathered in Geneva,
Switzerland on Jan. 27 for the annual
World Economic Forum at Davos to take
part in a five-day discourse on today's
most pressing social and economic issues. An illustrious panel of economic
experts that included Christine Lagafde,
the minister of economy, industry, and
employment in France; Monte Ahluwalia, the deputy chairman of the planning
commission in India; and several others
came together to discuss the future of the
global economy.
Although sentiments were mixed, the
general consensus is that, even with the
worst of the great recession in the past,
developed countries such as the United
Statesface fundamental economic problems that threaten to upend the current
recovery process.
However, developed countries have

been showing continuing economic
expansion and modest increases in the
overall global consumption. Only two
days after the conference began, the
United States posted a 5.7 percent quarterly growth in GDP that some took to be
a harbinger of a full-fledged economic
recovery. But in Davos on Saturday, many
leaders expressed skepticism about drawing hasty conclusions from a single, albeit
consequential, economic assessment.
"What we're seeing in the United
States, and perhaps in some other places,
is a statistical recovery and a human recession," said Lawrence H. Summers, the
former secretary of treasury and current
principal economic advisor to President
Barack Obama.
Despite the above average annual
growth of the GDP, many economists
agree that the growth will likely be
ephemeralbecause businesses are simply
liquidating their inventory at a much
slower pace than before, creating a fa-

cade of a purely production-motivated
rise in GDP.
"Growth is coming back sooner and
faster than expected, but we have all to
keep in mind that this recovery is still

fragile," said Dominique Strauss-Kahn,
the managing director of the International Monetary Rind. "Even if the growth
figures are rather good, and the last figures we have from the United States are
really encouraging, a large part of this is
still supported by public funding, and the
private demand is still rather weak."
Unemployment in the United States
still hovers at a historic low. "One in five
men in the United States between the
ages of 25 and 54 is not working right
now," said Summers. "That suggests
quite profound issues that will ultimately
impact politics that affect the decisions
that businesses make, and underscore

Islam, harkening back to the initiative
begun in 2004 by the FVench government banning of the wearing of head
scarves in public schools. This ban on
head scarves was part of a larger ban
on any sign ofreligious affiliation in
attempt to make France a more secular
nation.
I must first mention the flagrant

ignorance of Islamic culture the FVench
government displays by using the word
burqa, not seen inFrance, when they
actually mean the niqab. A burqa is a
head-to-toe covering that has a cloth
grille over the woman's eyes, mainly
an Afghan outfit. The niqab leaves a
narrow slit for the eyes, a dress that

has appeared in France only within the
past 10 years, as most FVench Muslims
only wear head scarves.
Now how many women would this
law even directly impact? About 1,900
according to Dunea Buza, a FVenchMuslim anthropologist who recently
spoke on the subject to the New York
Times. Buza explains how the majority of these women are young, with 90
percent under the age of 40. She continues in her interview, "Two-thirds of
[these women] are FVench nationals,

See Davos, 810

See FVance, B9

California budget crisis spills over, fails university students
State university fees rise 32 percent, services decrease
By Patricia Harris
Asst. Marketplace Editor

The crisis that California's state budget cuts
have placed on their state universities shows no
signs of abating, though frustration with the current system has also shown little sign of relenting
and may increase in the coming years.
So far, the state budget cuts in the state university system have resulted in limited classes,
furloughed professors, and crowded classrooms.
San Francisco State, for example, has 12 percent
fewer course offerings than they did two years ago,
as reported in the New York Times, arid similar
schools across the state were forced to make similar
cuts. Hundreds of teachers and lecturers have lost
their jobs, and those that retained their teaching
positions received a 10 percent pay cut due to two
furlough days a month. There furlough days are
mandatory, unpaid leave for professors, and have
cut lectures and office hours for the students.
For these cuts in their education system,
students actually have to pay more money than
ever before. According to the LA Times, resident
undergraduate fees for students at any of the 23
campuses ofCalifornia State University have risen
32 percent this year. According to Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger'soriginal plans for the next school
year, 2010-2011, these costs are to be driven up even
further, by another 10 percent.
Students will also have a harder time getting

NEWS

THEIN

POLITICS
Pelosl indicated
that a part of the health care bill will
\u25a0 Speaker Nancy

be put to vote next week.
director Leon Panetta, FBI
director Robert Mueller, and other
top intelligence officials told a Senate
committee that-a terrorist attack in
the coming months is "certain."
\u25a0 CIA

into the California public university system. San
Francisco State plans to reduce enrollment by
about 10 percent for the next academic year. On a
similar note, the University of Californiawill soon
be implementing its first waiting list system, and
some predict that it will be in place by this spring.
Not to mention, all of these cutbacks have largely
ended the system by which community college
students can transfer into the state university
system.

The California state universities are the nation's
largest public university system. About 450,000
students are enrolled in the system throughout the
state, and were affected by the drastic cuts.
All across California, students and teachers
alike have been active in showing their displeasure
with University of California administrations in
the choices that they have made in attempting to
confront the cuts made to their school's budgets.
There were two days full of protests at UCLA, in
which about 2,000 students participated, when the
UC regents met to vote on the fee increase. Despite
police in riot gear, the students briefly occupied one
ofthe buildings on the main campus. Students also
occupied school buildings in protest at UC Davis,
UC Berkeley, and UC Santa Cruz
One thing is certain: The cuts have had a severe
effect on the quality of education at the universities for even those who can still afford to go. A
fourth-year student at UCLA, Emily Bischof, said
in Time Magazine, "Upper division classes that

PHOTO

once had 30 students now have 80 or 100, and there
are no teaching assistants." The overcrowding in
the classrooms has forced teachers to rely more
on multiple choice and scantron tests to keep a
handle on the grading. This shift in curriculum is
also affecting what the students are getting out of
certain courses. According to Don Menn, a professor at San Francisco State, it completely changed
the focus ofhis Journalism and Mass Media course.

ECONOMICS

SCIENCE

\u25a0Auto sales jumped six percent in January, whileToyota, who recently recalled millions of cars under pressure from the U.S.
government, saw sales drop 16 percent

\u25a0 AT&T has stepped up in its war with
Verizon for supremacy in the mobile
phone realm, stating it will invest $2 bil-

\u25a0To relieve the continued decline in
small business Wrings, President Obama
announced a $5,000 tax credit-per :
worker for new hires.

\u25a0 The

TECHNOLOGY

lion into an improved mobile network.
social networking-site Twitter
was hit by a phishing attack to lure the
user into following a URL, stealing their
password and user information.
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2,000 students participated in a protest at UCLA, when UC regents met to vote and pass a fee increase, affecting many.

On theflip side

NUMBERS

IN

Menn told the New York Times, "It was supposed
to be a critical-thinking type class, and here it is
rote learning."

Currently, the Californian regents are looking to the governor to see if their situation will
improve or sinks further. The administration of
the California State Universities system hopes
that it can put enough pressure on the current

See California, 810

109
The age of Corporal Frank Buckles, the last surviving "doughboy,"
or veteran from World War I.
Buckles testified at a Congress
subcomittee to garner support
to fund the renovation of a WWI
memorial.

This week On the Flip Side will explore both sides of the
B8
issue of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"

QUOTES

"in the almost 17years since
the 'Don't Ask, Don't Tell'
legislation was passed, attitudes and circumstances have
changed.

IN

Market Report
Taiwan Arms Deal

-Colin Powell
On Don't Ask, Don't Tell
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